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JAMAICA.
No. 1— 1938
I assent.
[ L .S . I
E dw ard  D enham ,
Governor.
29th January, 1938.
A LAW  Relating to Hire-Purchase Agreements.
[3rd February, 1938.]
E it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Hire-Purchase short Title 
Agreement Law 1938.
2 —  I n  this Law the expressions— interpretation. 
“ Hire-Purchase agreement”  means an agreement
whereby the owner of a chattel lets it out on hire and agrees 
that it shall become the property of the hirer when the 
hirer has paid the last of a certain number of payments 
specified in the agreement or pays at any time during the 
hiring the value of the chattel specified in the agreement;
“ Hirer”  means a person who hires any chattel under 
a hire-purchase agreement;
2 [No. 1.] The Hire-Purchase Agreement Law 1938.
Form of. hire-
purchase
agreement.
Obligation of 
owner to supply 
information as 
to state of 
agreement.
' “Owner”  means a person who lets any chattel under 
a hire-purchase agreement.
3— (1) No hire-purchase agreement entered into after 
the commencement of this Law shall be enforceable unless 
the agreement containing the particulars required by this 
Section is in writing and is signed personally by the hirer 
and unless a copy thereof be delivered or sent to the hirer 
within seven days of the making of the agreement and no 
such agreement shall be enforceable if  it is proved that 
the agreement was not signed by the hirer before the 
chattel was delivered to him under the agreement.
(2) The hire-purchase agreement shall contain all the 
terms of the contract and in particular shall contain a 
statement of the value of the chattel and the date of the 
delivery of the chattel to the hirer : Provided that where 
the chattel is not delivered immediately after the signing of 
the agreement it shall be a sufficient compliance with the 
requirement of the section as to the date of delivery if the 
agreement is endorsed with a statement of the date of 
delivery and such endorsement is signed by the hirer on the 
day of the delivery of the chattel to him.
4— (1) In respect of every hire-purchase agreement, 
whether entered into before or after the commencement of 
this Law, the owner shall on any reasonable demand in 
writing being made by the hirer at any time during the 
continuance of the agreement supply to the hirer a 
statement signed by the owner or his agent showing:—
(a) the amount of the value of the chattel and, if the 
chattel was delivered after the commencement of 
this Law, the date on which the chattel was 
delivered to the hirer.
(b) the amount of any payment already received by 
the owner in respect of the hiring of the chattel 
and the date on which it was made; and
(c) the amount of every sum due to the owner, but
unpaid, and the date upon which it became due; 
and
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(d) the amount of every sum not yet due which remains 
outstanding and the date upon which it will be­
come due.
(2) If an owner to whom a demand has been made 
under this Section fails to comply therewith he shall not 
so Ions: as the default continues be entitled to retake the 
chattel notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the 
agreement contained.
5—  (1) Notwithstanding anything in any hire-purchase 
agreement contained, if the owner retakes the Chattel 
under the terms of the agreement the hirer shall be entitled 
to resume the hiring within thirty days of repossession of 
the chattel by the owner on the conditions following, that 
is to say,
(a) in case the chattel has been retaken by the owner 
for default by the hirer in the payment of any sum 
due and owing under the agreement, the hirer 
pays to the owner all sums which may be due and 
owing by the hirer at the time when he claims to 
resume the hiring, or
(b) in case the chattel has been retaken by the owner
for breach by the hirer of any other condition or 
stipulation contained in the agreement, the hirer 
makes good' or remedies the breach,
and in either case pays all expenses reasonably incurred by 
the owner in retaking the chattel.
(2) On compliance by the hirer with the provisions 
of this section the owner shall redeliver the chattel to the 
hirer.
(3) Any provision in any hire purchase agreement 
whereby the hirer purports *to relinquish his rights under 
this section shall be of no effect.
6— Notwithstanding anything in any hire-purchase 
agreement contained, the owner of the chattel subject to the 
agreement shall not be entitled to receive or recover from the 
hirer in respect of the value of the chattel, the option to 
purchase and the hiring, any sum in excess of the value of 
the chattel as specified in the agreement together with
"Right of hirer 
to resume 
hiring.
Sums which 
may be re­
covered.
4 [No. 1.] The Hire-Purchase Agreement Law 1938.
interest not exceeding 8% per annum on any sum due and 
payable by the hirer at the expiration of the period fixed 
under the agreement for the payment of all instalments : 
Provided that such interest is payable by the hirer in terms 
of the agreement.
JAMAICA.
No. 2— 1938.
I assent,
mm
E d w a r d  D e n h a m ,
Governor.
29th January, 1938.
A LAW to amend Further the Parish Rates Law 1903 
(Law 16 of 1903).
[3rd February, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Parish Rates Further short Title »nd 
Amendment Law 1938 and shall be read and construed as Con8truct,on- 
one with the Parish Rates Law 1903, in this Law referred
to as the Principal Law.
2—  Section 9 of the Principal Law, as amended by Amendment of 
Section 5 (d) of the Kingston Tax Collection Law 1907, PrmeipaI Law- 
(Law 14 of 1907) and by Section 2 of the Parish Rates 
Amendment Law 1908, (Law 5 of 1908), is hereby repealed
and in lieu thereof the following Section is hereby 
substituted:—
“ 9 (1) There shall be exempt from the Parish General 
Rate, the Parish Road Rate, and from any local rate 
levied under The Parochial Finances Law 1900 (Law 
34 of 1900)
(a) all buildings held in trust exclusively for public 
Religious worship or for Religious worship and 
for use as schoolrooms, together with the lands 
immediately attached to them used as Church­
yards or Burial Grounds;
(b) all buildings and lands used solely for charitable
or educational purposes, and supported solely by 
charitable or Missionary funds;
(c) all buildings and lands belonging to Elementary
Schools, inspected by the Education Department, 
or to Agricultural or Industrial Schools approved 
by the Governor in Privy Council, or to the 
endowed schools specified in Schedule A ;
(d) all buildings and lands belonging to Secondary 
Schools receiving any payment out of the General 
Revenue of the Colony;
(e) all buildings and lands, belonging to Secondary
Schools or Preparatory Schools with not less than 
twelve scholars, in average attendance, each such 
Secondary or Preparatory School being certified 
by the Schools Commission to be efficient;
(f) all unoccupied property belonging to, and all prop­
erty in the actual occupation of, the Crown, the 
Government of this Island, or any Parochial 
Board, or vested in the Colonial Secretary and 
used for any public purpose:
Provided nevertheless that exemption under this Section 
of buildings and lands belonging to a school shall not 
extend to any such building or land unless the same is used 
primarily for School purposes.
(2) For the purposes of this Section the expresion “ Pre­
paratory School”  means a school providing “ an education 
designed to prepare pupils of age eight to twelve years 
specifically for entry to a recognised Secondary School,
[No. 2.] The Parish Rates Further Amendment Law 1938.
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and giving a progressive course of general education (with 
the requisite organisation, curriculum, teaching staff and 
equipment) suitable for that purpose.”
3— Schedule A  to the Principal Law is hereby repealed 
and in lieu thereof the Schedule hereto is hereby substituted.
S c h e d u l e .
Schedule to be substituted for Schedule A  to the 
Principal Law.
“ SCHEDULE A.
Beckford and Smith’s School. 
Munro and Dickenson’s Schools 
Jamaica College 
Manchester Secondary School 
Manning’s School 
Rusea’s School 
Titchfield School 
Wolmer’s School
Spanish Town 
St. Elizabeth.
St. Andrew. 
Manchester. 
Savanna-la-Mar. 
Lucea.
Port Antonio.
St. Andrew ”
Substitution ol 
Schedule for 
Schedule A to 
the Principal 
Law.

JAMAICA.
No. 3—-1938.
I assent,
[L.S.|
E d w a r d  D e n h a m ,
Governor.
27th March, 1938.
A  L A W  to Impose a Tax on Packages. 
[ls£ April, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
u  of Jamaica as follows :—
1— This Law may be cited as the Package Tax Law, Short Title. 
1938.
2— There shall be raised, levied and collected, the Scope, 
charge mentioned in the schedule to this Law in respect of 
every package brought into this Island for Island use from 
beyond the seas when perfect entry is made to the Collector 
or other proper officer o f Customs o f such package or of 
the contents thereof under the Customs Consolidation Law,
1877 (Law 18 of 1877), and any Law amending the same.
The Package Tax Law, 1938.
Definition of 
package.
2
Charges—how 
paid.
Amount to be 
credited to 
General 
Revenue.
Packages re* 
exported.
Power to 
exempt.
Exemptions.
Duration.
3— Notwithstanding anything in this Law commodities 
not contained in a package shall severally be liable to the 
package tax imposed by this Law as if the same were a 
package : Provided that the commodities of the sort and 
quantities specifically mentioned in the schedule to this 
Law, shall be liable to the relevant tax set forth in the said 
schedule.
4—  The charge imposed by this Law shall be paid to the 
Collector or other proper officer of Customs of the port or 
other person appointed to receive the same by the importer 
or his agent immediately upon entry being made.
5—  The amount of tax collected under this Law shall be 
credited to the general revenue of this Island.
6—  The tax paid on packages of goods shall be refunded 
to the exporter if  and when such goods are exported from 
this Island under the drawback regulations.
17— The Governor in Privy Council shall have power to 
exempt from the duty imposed by this Law any package or 
class of package on which the duty appears to be unduly 
burdensome.
8—  Packages o f goods imported by the Government, 
Military Authorities, Kingston and St. Andrew Corpora­
tion, the Water Commission (Corporate Area), or a 
Parochial Board shall be exempt from package tax.
9—  This Law shall come into operation on the first aay 
of April one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight anu 
shall remain in operation until and including the thirty- 
first day of March one thousand nine hundred and thirty -
[No. 3.]
nme.
3The Package Tax Law, 1938. 
SCHEDULE.
On every package 
Kerosine Oil 
Condensed Milk 
Flour, per 98 lbs.
Lumber, on every 1,000 feet, or less quantity super­
ficial measurement
Shingles of any kind, on every 1,000 or any less number 
Iron, unmanufactured 
Coal . .  ••
Brick, tiles and slates (per 1,000)
Ironware, pewter, copper, lead, tin and brass of every 
description (per cwt.)
Stoves, iron pots, and other hollow ware not being 
packed in packages (per cwt.)
Oars and handspikes (per dozen)
Paint, for every 112 lbs. or part thereof 
Gasolene, in containers per 50 gallons or less 
Gasolene, in bulk per 50 gallons 
Salt
Spades, shovels and forks 
Cutlasses
Factory, and also Agricultural Machinery which, in 
the opinion of the Governor in Privy Council, is 
imported for the purpose of improving, economically, 
the manufacture of the produce of the Island.
[No. 3.]
£  s. d.
0 1 0
Free
Free
0 0 6
0 2 6
0 1 0
Free
Free
0 2 6
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 6
0 0 6
Free
Free
Free
Free

JAMAICA.
No 4— 1938.
I assent,
[ U
E d w a r d  D e n h a m ,
Governor
27th March. 1938.
B
A LAW to Continue a Certain Expiring Law.
[1st April, 1938.]
E it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica as follows
1—  This Law may be cited as the Expiring Law short Title. 
Continuance Law, 1938.
2—  The Law mentioned in the Schedule to this Law shall Continuance of 
be continued until and including the thirty-first day of in Schedule. 
March one thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine.
SCHEDULE.
Law 9 of 1920.—The Excise Duty (Temporary Increase) Law, 1920. 
with the exception of the following item : —
On all amounts payable as King’s Warehouse fees under the 
Wharfage Law, 1895 (Law 15 of 1895), a surtax after the rate 
of ten per cent, of such fees.

JAMAICA.
No. 5— 1938.
I assent,
[L.S.l
E dw ard  D enham ,
Governor.
27th March, 1938.
A LAW  to Amend Further the Property Tax Law 1903 
(Law 15 of 1903).
[7th April, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Property Tax Further short Title amt 
Amendment Law 1938 and shall be read and construed as Constru<itlon- 
one with the Property Tax Law 1903, in this Law referred
to as the Principal Law.
2— Section 6 of the Principal Law, as amended by Amendment or 
Section 4 (d) of the Kingston Tax Collection Law, 1907 Pnncipal Law- 
(Law 14 of 1907), is hereby repealed and in lieu thereof the 
following Section is hereby substituted :—
“ 6— (1) There shall be exempt from the property 
tax—
2(a) all buildings held in trust exclusively for 
public Religious worship or for Religious 
worship and for use as schoolrooms, together 
with the lands immediately attached to them 
used as Churchyards or Burial Grounds;
(b) all buildings and lands used solely for 
charitable or educational purposes and 
supported solely by charitable or Missionary 
funds;
(c) all buildings and lands belonging to
Elementary Schools, inspected by the 
Education Department, or to Agricultural 
Industrial or Vocational Schools approved 
by the Governor in Privy Council, or to the 
endowed schools specified in Schedule A ;
(d) all buildings and lands, belonging to
Secondary Schools receiving any payment out 
o f the General Revenue of the Colony;
(e) all buildings and lands, belonging to
Secondary Schools or Preparatory Schools 
with not less than twelve scholars, in average 
attendance, each such Secondary or 
Preparatory School being certified by the 
Schools Commission to be efficient;
(f) all unoccupied property belonging to, and all 
property in the actual occupation of, the 
Crown, the Government of this Island, or any 
Parochial Board, or vested in the Colonial 
Secretary and used for any public purpose:
Provided nevertheless that exemption under this Section 
of buildings and lands belonging to a School shall not extend 
to any such building or land unless the same is used 
primarily for School purposes.
(2) For the purposes of this Section the expression 
“ Preparatory School”  means a school providing an 
education designed to prepare pupils o f age eight to twelve 
years specifically for entry to a recognised Secondary 
School, and giving a progressive course of general education 
(with the requisite organisation, curriculum, teaching staff 
and equipment) suitable for that purpose.
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3— Schedule A  to the Principal Law is hereby repealed 
and in lieu thereof the Schedule to this Law is hereby 
substituted.
Substitution of 
Schedule for 
Schedule A to 
the Principal 
Law.
S c h e d u le .
Schedule to be substituted for Schedule A  to the 
Principal Law.
“ SCHEDULE A.
Beckford and Smith’s School 
Munro and Dickenson’s Schools 
Jamaica College 
Manchester Secondary School 
Manning’s School 
Rusea’s School 
Titchfield School 
Wolmer’s School
Spanish Town 
St. Elizabeth. 
St. Andrew. 
Manchester. 
Savanna-la-Mar. 
Lucea.
Port Antonio.
St. Andrew.”

JAMAICA.
No. 6— 1938.
I assent.
[L .S .j
E dw akd  D enham ,
Governor.
27th March, 1938.
A LAW  to amend the Petroleum and Oil Fuel (Landing 
and Storage) Law, 1925 (Law 22 o f 1925.)
[7th April, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
u  of Jamaica as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Petroleum and Oil Fuel short Title. 
(Landing and Storage) Amendment Law 1938 and shall be
read and construed as one with the Petroleum and Oil Fuel 
(Landing and Storage) Law, 1925 (in this Law referred to 
as the Principal Law.)
2 —  The Principal Law is hereby amended as follows : —  Amendment of
(1) Section 1. For the expression “ ninety-five”  Prmciprf Tjaw- 
which occurs in the tenth line o f the Section 
the expression “ seventy-three”  is hereby
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substituted, and for the word “ ninety”  which 
occurs in the thirteenth line o f the Section the 
word “ seventy”  is hereby substituted.
(2)Wherever the expression “ ninety-five”  occurs 
in Sections 3, 4 and 5 of the Principal Law the 
expression “ seventy-three”  is hereby substituted 
therefor.
JAMAICA.
No. 7~ 1938.
I assent,
[L.S.JI
E dw ard  D enham ,
Governor.
13th April. 1938.
A LAW  to Substitute the name “ Mental Hospital”  for the 
name “ Lunatic Asylum”  and to Amend the Laws 
relating to the said Institution.
[1 4 ^  April, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative 
of Jamaica as follows :—
Council of
1— This Law may be cited as the Mental Hospital short Title and 
Amendment Law 1938 and the Act 11 Victoria Chapter 33, CoDstructlon- 
Act 25 Victoria Chapter 9 entitled An Act for the Govern­
ment of the New Lunatic Asylum, (in this Law referred to 
as the Principal Law), a Law to amend the New Lunatic 
Asylum Act 1861 (Law 30 of 1873). the Lunatic Asylum 
Laws Amendment Law 1885 (Law 29 of 1885), the New 
Lunatic Asylum Act 1861, Amendment Law 1890, (Law 5 
of 1890), the Lunatic Asylum Laws Amendment Law 1896 
(Law 16 of 1896), and this Law shall be read and construed 
as one and may together be cited as the Mental Hospital 
Laws 1847 to 1938.
2
Interpretation.
“ Mental Hos­
pital" substi­
tuted for "L u n a­
tic Asylum" 
and "Senior 
Medical Offi­
cer" for "M ed i­
cal Superin­
tendent."
Private Patients 
to be received 
only under 
Magistrate's 
Order.
Petition for 
Reception Order.
2—  In this Law unless the context otherwise requires 
“ Medical Officer”  means the Senior Medical Officer in 
charge of the Mental Hospital.
“ The Director”  means the Director o f Medical Services 
of this Island.
3—  From and after the commencement of this Law—
(1) The Institution known as the “ Lunatic Asylum”  
shall be known as, and styled, the “ Mental Hospital,”  
and wherever in the Mental Hospital Laws 1847 to 11(38
the expression “ Lunatic Asylum,”  or “ Asylum,”  occurs 
there shall be substituted therefor the expression “ Mental 
Hospital.”
(2) The Officer known as “ the Medical Superintendent, 
Lunatic Asylum,”  shall be known as and styled “ the Senior 
Medical Officer, Mental Hospital,”  and wherever in the 
said Mental Hospital Laws the expression “ Medical Super- 
tendent”  or “ Superintendent”  occurs, there shall be sub­
stituted therefor the expression “ Senior Medical Officer.”
(3) A  reference in any other Act or Law or in any Rule, 
Regulation, By-Law or Document to “ Lunatic Asylum”  
or “ Asylum”  or to “ Medical Superintendent”  or 
“ Superintendent ,”  shall where the context admits, be 
construed respectively to refer to “ the Mental Hospital”  
and to the “ Senior Medical Officer.”
4—  (1) Subject to the provisions of this Law, it shall be 
lawful for the Medical Officer to receive as an inmate 
of the Mental Hospital and as a private patient, any 
lunatic, on a reception order made by a Resident Magistrate 
for the reception of the lunatic in the institution. A 
relative of the person applying for an order under this 
section, or of the lunatic, or of the husband or wife o f the 
lunatic, shall not be capable o f making such order.
(2) The order shall be obtained upon a private applica­
tion by Petition accompanied by a statement o f particulars 
and by two medical certificates on separate sheets o f paper. 
The Petition, statement o f particulars, medical certificate 
and order shall be in the relevant form set forth in the 
second schedule to this Law.
5—  (1) The Petition shall be presented, if  possible, by the 
husband or wife or by a relative of the alleged lunatic. I f
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3not so presented, it shall contain a statement of the reasons 
why the Petition is not so presented and of the connection 
of the Petitioner with the alleged lunatic and the circum­
stances under which he presents the Petition.
(2) No person shall present a Petition unless he is at least 
twenty-one years of age and has within fourteen days before 
the presentation of the Petition personally seen the alleged 
lunatic.
(3) The Petitioner shall in the Petition undertake that 
he will personally or by someone specially appointed by him 
visit the patient once at least in every six months and the 
undertaking shall be recited in the order.
(4) The Petition shall be signed by the Petitioner and 
the statement of particulars by the person making the 
statement.
6— (1) Upon the presentation of the Petition, the Resident 
Magistrate shall consider the allegations in the Petition 
and statement of particulars and the evidence of lunacy 
appearing by the medical certificates, and whether it is 
necessary for him personally to see and examine the alleged 
lunatic; and, if  he is satisfied that an order may properly 
be made forthwith, he may make the same accordingly; or, 
if not so satisfied, he shall appoint as early a time as practi­
cable, not being more than seven days after the presentation 
of the Petition, for the consideration thereof; and he may 
make such further or other inquiries of or concerning the 
alleged lunatic as he may think fit. Notice o f the time and 
place appointed for the consideration of the Petition (unless 
personally given to the Petitioner) shall be sent to the 
Petitioner by post in a prepaid registered letter addressed 
to him at his address as given in the Petition.
(2) The Resident Magistrate, if  not satisfied with the 
evidence of lunacy appearing by the medical certificates 
may, if  he thinks it necessary so to do, visit the alleged 
lunatic at the place where he may happen to be.
(3) The Petition shall be considered in private, and no 
one except the Petitioner, the alleged lunatic (unless the 
Resident Magistrate shall in his discretion otherwise 
order), any one person appointed by the alleged lunatic for 
that purpose, and the persons signing the medical certifi
_  ______  m
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cates accompanying the Petition, shall, without the leave of 
the Resident Magistrate, be present at the consideration 
thereof.
(4) At the time appointed for consideration of the 
Petition the Resident Magistrate may make an order there­
on or dismiss the same, or, if  he thinks fit, may adjourn the 
same for any period not exceeding fourteen days for further 
evidence or information, and he may give notice to such per­
sons as he thinks fit of the adjourned consideration, and 
summon any persons to attend before him.
(5) Every Resident Magistrate, and all persons admitted 
to be present at the consideration of any petition for a re­
ception order, or otherwise having official cognisance of the 
fact that a Petition has been presented, except the alleged 
lunatic and the person appointed by the alleged lunatic as 
aforesaid, shall be bound to keep secret all matters and 
documents which may come to his or their knowledge by 
reason thereof, except when required to divulge the same by 
lawful authority.
7— (1) I f  the Petition is dismissed, the Resident Magis­
trate shall deliver to the Petitioner a statement in writing 
under his hand of his reasons for dismissing the same, and 
shall send a copy of such statement to the Director and shall 
also, where the alleged lunatic is detained in the Mental 
Hospital under an urgency order, send notice by post or 
otherwise to the Medical Officer that the Petition 
has been dismissed and the Medical Officer shall 
forthwith discharge from the Mental Hospital the alleged 
lunatic detained as aforesaid.
(2) Any Resident Magistrate making or refusing a recep­
tion order shall, if  so required by the Director, give to him 
all such information as he may require as to the circum­
stances under which the order was made or refused.
(3) The Director may communicate such information as 
he thinks proper, on the dismissal of the Petition or the re­
lease of the alleged lunatic, to him or to any person who may 
satisfy the Director that he is a proper person to receive the 
information.
(4) I f  after a Petition has been dismissed, another 
Petition is presented as to the same alleged lunatic, the
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person presenting such other Petition, so far as he has any 
knowledge or information with regard to the previous 
Petition and its dismissal, shall state the facts relating 
thereto in his Petition, and shall obtain from the Director 
at his own expense, and present with his Petition, a copy of 
the statement sent to the Director o f the reasons for dismiss­
ing the previous Petition and, if  he wilfully omits to comply 
with this sub-section, he shall be guilty of an offence and 
shall be liable on summary conviction before a Resident 
Magistrate to a penalty not exceeding Ten Pounds.
8— (1) When a lunatic has been received in the Mental 
Hospital as a private patient under a reception order by a 
Resident Magistrate, without a statement in the order that 
the patient has been personally seen by such Resident 
Magistrate, the patient shall have the right to be taken be­
fore or visited by a Resident Magistrate other than the 
Resident Magistrate who made the order, unless the Medi­
cal Officer, within twenty-four hours after reception, in a 
certificate signed and sent to the Director, states that the 
exercise o f such right would be prejudicial to the patient.
(2) Where no such certificate has been signed and sent, 
the Medical Officer shall, within twenty-four hours after 
reception, give to the patient a notice in writing of 
his right under this section, and shall ascertain whether he 
desires to exercise the right; and if  he, within seven days 
after his reception, expresses his desire to exercise the 
right, the Medical Officer shall procure him to sign a notice 
of such desire, and shall forthwith transmit it by post 
in a prepaid registered letter to a Resident Magis­
trate, and the Resident Magistrate shall thereupon arrange, 
as soon as conveniently may be, either to visit the patient or 
to have the patient brought before him by the Medical 
Officer as the Resident Magistrate may think fit.
(3) The Resident Magistrate shall be entitled if  he de­
sires so to do, to see the medical certificates and any other 
documents, upon the consideration of which the reception 
order was made, and shall after personally seeing the 
patient, send to the Director a report and the Director shall 
take such steps as may be necessary to give effect to the 
report.
Bight of Lunatic, 
to be examined 
by Resident 
Magistrate.
Powers of Besi- 
deDfc Magistrates
Urgency Orders.
(4) For the purposes of this section rhe jurisdiction shall 
be exercised by any Resident Magistrate not being the 
Resident Magistrate who made the reception order.
(5) The certificate and notices under this section shall be 
in the relevant form set forth in the fourth schedule to this 
Law.
9—  Every Resident Magistrate shall, in the exercise of 
the jurisdiction conferred by this Law, have the same juris­
diction and power as regards the summoning and examin­
ation of witnesses, the administration of oaths, and 
otherwise, as if  he were acting in the exercise of his 
ordinary jurisdiction, and shall be assisted, i f  he so 
requires, by the same officers as if  he were so acting.
10—  (1) In cases of urgency where it is expedient, either 
for the welfare of a person alleged to be a lunatic, or for 
the public safety, that the alleged lunatic should be forth­
with placed under care and treatment, he may, subject to 
the provisions of this Law, be received and detained in the 
Mental Hospital as a private patient, upon an urgency 
order, made (if possible) by the husband or wife or by a 
relative o f the alleged lunatic, accompanied by one medical 
certificate.
(2) Any urgency order may be signed before or after the 
medical certificate.
(3) I f  an urgency order is not signed by the husband or 
wife or by a relative of the alleged lunatic, the order shall 
contain a statement of the reasons why the same is not so 
signed and o f the connexion with the alleged lunatic of the 
person signing the order, and the circumstances under 
which he signs the same.
(4) No person shall sign an urgency order unless he is at 
least twenty-one years of age and has within two days before 
the date of the order personally seen the alleged lunatic.
(5) An urgency order may be made as well after as before 
a Petition for a reception order has been presented. An 
urgency order, if  made before a Petition has been presented, 
shall be referred to in the Petition, and if made after the 
Petition has been presented, a copy thereof shall forthwith 
be sent by the Petitioner to the Resident Magistrate to whom 
the Petition has been presented.
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(6) An urgency order shall remain in force for seven days 
from its date; or if  a Petition for a reception order is pend­
ing, then until the Petition is finally disposed of.
(7) An urgency order shall have subjoined or annexed 
thereto a statement of particulars. The urgency order, 
medical certificate and the statement of particulars shall be 
in the relevant form set forth in the third schedule to this 
Law.
11—  A  medical certificate accompanying a Petition for a 
reception order or accompanying an urgency order shall not 
be signed by the Petitioner or person signing the urgency 
order, or by the husband or wife, father or father-in-law, 
mother or mother-in-law, son or son-in-law, daughter or 
daughter-in-law, brother or brother-in-law, sister or sister- 
in-law, partner or assistant o f such Petitioner or person.
12—  (1) The Medical Officer may with the previous con­
sent in writing of the Director, receive and lodge in the 
Mental Hospital as a boarder for the time specified in the 
consent, any person who is desirous of voluntarily submit­
ting to treatment; after the expiration of which time (unless 
any further consent is in like manner given for the exten­
sion thereof) he shall be discharged.
(2) The consent o f the Director shall be given only on 
application to him by the intending boarder.
(3) Every boarder shall, if  required, be produced to the 
Board of Visitors on the visits o f the Board.
(4) A  boarder may leave the Mental Hospital upon giving 
to the Medical Officer twenty-four hours notice in writing 
of his intention to do so.
(5) I f  a boarder is not allowed to leave the Mental Hos­
pital after the expiration of twenty-four hours notice to the 
Medical Officer o f his intention so to do. he shall be entitled 
to recover from the Medical Officer Ten Pounds as liqui­
dated damages for each day or part o f a day during which 
he is detained.
13—  (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in this 
Law, the Medical Officer shall not receive in the Mental 
Hospital as a private patient or as a voluntary boarder any 
person unless in the case of a reception order, the petitioner, 
or unless, in the case of an urgency order, the person
Persons disquali 
fied for signing 
certificate.
Voluntary
Boarders
Conditions for 
Beception of 
Private Patient 
and payment of 
maintenance 
cost of other 
persons in cer­
tain cases.
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making the order, or unless, in the case of a voluntary 
boarder, the boarder, enters into security, to the satisfac­
tion of the Medical Officer, to pay the cost and charges or 
the Mental Hospital for the maintenance and treat­
ment o f the lunatic or alleged lunatic or boarder, as the 
case may be, at the rate of one shilling and sixpence per 
day, or at such higher rate, having regard to the accom­
modation, extra diet, special medical or dental treatment 
provided for the patient or boarder, as may be fixed by the 
Medical Officer. The Petitioner, or person making the 
urgency order, shall also enter into security for the pay­
ment of the funeral expenses of a private patient received 
in the Mental Hospital under a reception or urgency order.
(2) Where a Justice o f the Peace makes an order under 
Section 3 or Section 6 o f the Lunatic Asylum Laws Amend­
ment Law 1896, (Law 16 of 1896), directing the lunatic to 
be detained in the Mental Hospital, the Medical Officer 
may, at any time during the detention o f  the lunatic 
under the order by a notice in writing and signed by 
the Medical Officer, require the person who, in the 
absence o f any such order, would be legally bound to main­
tain the lunatic to pay at the end of each calendar month to 
the Medical Officer the cost, specified in such notice, o f the 
maintenance o f the lunatic at the Mental Hospital.
The notice required by this sub-section shall be served, 
either personally or by post, on the person who would be 
legally bound as aforesaid to maintain the lunatic, and 
where any such person being able, by work or other means, 
to maintain himself, his dependents other than the lunatic, 
and the lunatic as required by this sub-section, makes de­
fault in payment of the specified cost o f maintenance o f the 
lunatic at the Mental Hospital at the time prescribed by this 
sub-section, such maintenance cost mav be recovered from 
such person by action in the Besident Magistrate’s 
Court o f the parish wherein such person resides at the suit 
o f the Medical Officer.
Absence on Trial 14— (l) The Medical Officer may permit anv lunatic 
inmate o f the Mental Hospital to be absent from the 
Institution upon trial for any period not exceeding twenty 
eight days provided that he may at any time grant an exten-
9sion of such period. I f  such lunatic does not return at or 
before the expiration o f such period or extended period of 
trial he may be retaken as if he had escaped on the last day 
of such period or extended period unless before the expira­
tion of the period or extended period o f trial a duly register­
ed medical practitioner certifies that in his opinion the 
patient is o f sound mind, whereupon the patient shall be 
discharged from the Institution and his name struck off the 
Register thereof.
(2) No lunatic shall be allowed to be absent on trial under 
this section unless some person shall enter into an agreement 
approved by the Medical Officer to take charge and care of 
him, or unless, in the case o f a destitute lunatic, the 
Medical Officer is satisfied that he will be received into a 
Poor House, during the period o f trial.
15—  The Medical Officer or any officer or servant o f the 
Mental Hospital, or any member o f the Constabulary 
Force, or other Peace Officer, may retake any lunatic who is 
escaping from the Institution, and may, within fourteen 
days after any escape, retake any lunatic who has escaped 
from the Institution, and may return to the Institution any 
lunatic so retaken, where he shall revert to his former 
custody.
16—  (1) Any person who makes a wilful mis-statement of 
any material fact in any Petition, statement of particulars, 
or reception or urgency order, under this Law, shall be 
guilty of an offence.
(2) Any person who makes a wilful mis-statement of any 
material fact in any medical or other certificate, or in any 
statement or report o f bodily or mental condition under this 
Law shall be guilty o f an offence.
(3) A  prosecution for an offence under this section shall 
not take place except by the direction of the Attorney 
General.
(4) Any person guilty of an offence under this section 
shall, on summary conviction before a Resident Magistrate, 
be liable to a penalty not exceeding Fifty Pounds and in 
default of payment thereof to imprisonment with or without 
hard labour for any period not exceeding three months.
17—  Any person who acts in, contravention o f the pro­
visions of this Law or o f any Regulations made thereunder,
The Menial Hospital Amendment Law, 1938. [No. 7.]
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shall, where no other penalty is specifically provided by this 
Law, be liable on summary conviction before a Resident 
Magistrate to a penalty not exceeding Ten Pounds.
18—  (1) The Governor in Privy Council may make 
Regulations—
(a) with the sanction of the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies, for the granting of pensions, gratuities 
and other allowances to persons who have been in 
the service of the Mental Hospital, provided that 
every regulation made under this paragraph of 
this sub-section shall be approved by resolution of 
the Legislative Council.
(b) with respect to the speed at which any vehicle may 
be driven through the grounds o f the Mental 
Hospital, and
(c) for the administration, control and government of 
the Mental Hospital and generally for carrying 
into effect the purposes of this Law.
(2) Regulations made under this section shall be publish­
ed in the Gazette and shall, on such publication, have the 
same force and effect as if enacted in this Law.
(3) For the purposes of this section, “ vehicle”  means 
every description of wheeled vehicle and bicycles, whether 
mechanically propelled or not.
19—  Section Sixteen of the Principal Law and Section 
Seven of the Law to amend the New Lunatic Asylum Act 
1801, (Law 30 of 1873), are hereby repealed, and the pro­
visions of the Principal Law, and the provisions of the 
Lunatic Asylum Laws Amendment Law 1896, (Law 16 of 
1896), specified in the first column of the first schedule to 
this Law shall have effect subject to the amendments speci­
fied in the second column of that schedule.
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(Act 25 Victoria 
Chapter 9) 
Section 2.
Section 6.
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Law 16 of 1896 
Section 10.
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Amendments.
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Amendments to be made.
(a) For the words “ shall meet once a quarter 
or oftener if necessary, ”  which occur in the first 
and second lines of the Section, there shall be sub­
stituted the words “ shall meet as often as the 
Board thinks fit and at least once a quarter.”
(b) For the word “ Cells,”  which occurs in the 
fourth line of the Section, there shall be substituted 
the words “ Single rooms.”
(a) There shall be inserted in the third line of 
the Section immediately before the word “ and,”  
the words “ who shall be responsible to the 
Governor through the Director of Medical 
Services for the efficient and proper administration 
of the Institution.”
(b) From the Section all the words from the 
word “ and”  in the twelfth line of the section, 
inclusive, to the end of the section are hereby 
deleted.
For the section there shall be substituted the 
following section:—
“  18— (1) It shall be the duty of the Senior 
Medical Officer, with the assistance of the Clerk;
(a) to keep regularly written up to date all 
such hooks as may be authorised by the 
Governor.
(b) to keep a full and faithful record of daily 
occurrences in the Institution, together 
with a written statement of the past 
(so far as it can be obtained) and present 
history of every inmate.
(2) The several books shall be open to the 
inspection of the Board of Visitors at all convenient, 
times.
(3) The Senior Medical Officer shall annually, 
as soon after the Thirtieth day of September in 
each year as practicable, prepare a medical report 
of the state and condition of the institution and 
its inmates and such report shall be submitted by 
him to the Board of Visitors.
For the words “ the Clerk,”  which occur in the 
third line of the section, the words “ by the Senior 
Medical Officer or a responsible officer delegated 
for such duty by the Senior Medical Officer”  
are hereby substituted.
For the section the following section shall be
substituted:—
“  10— (1) In case any person who may be sent 
to the Mental Hospital for admission shall appear 
to the Senior Medical Officer to be an unfit 
subject for admission, or shall so appear to
him within seven days of his admission, 
the Senior Medical Officer may refuse to 
receive such person in or may discharge such 
person from, the Institution, as the case may be. 
The Senior Medical Officer shall have power to 
send any such person, if sick, to the Public Hospital 
or if a Leper, to the Leper’s Asylum, or if destitute, 
to a Poor House, and shall at the same time enter 
his reasons for so acting in the books of the Mental 
Hospital, a copy of which shall be forthwith 
transmitted to the Governor.
(2) Any person admitted to the Mental Hospital 
may be at any time discharged therefrom if, in 
the opinion of the Senior Medical Officer it shall 
be safe and expedient to do so.”
SECOND SCHEDULE.
F orm  I.
Petition for an order for reception of a Private Patient. 
Sections 4 and 5.
In the matter of A. B. a person alleged to be of unsound mind. 
To the Resident Magistrate for the parish of
The Petition of C. D. of (1) 
in the parish of
1. I am (2) years of age.
2. I desire to obtain an order for the reception of A.B. as a lunatic 
(3) in the Mental Hospital.
3. I last saw the said A.B. at on the (4)
day of
4. I am the (5) of the said A.B. [or if the
petitioner is not connected with or related to the patient state as 
follows:—
I am not related to or connected with the said A.B. The reasons 
why this petition is not presented by a relation or connection are as 
follows: — (State them)]
The circumstances under which this petition is presented by me are 
as follows:— (State them)
5. I am not related to or connected with either of the persons signing 
the certificates which accompany this petition as (where the petitioner 
is a man) husband, father, father-in-law, son, son-in-law, brother, 
brother-in-law, partner or assistant, (or where the petitioner is a woman) 
wife, mother, mother-in-law, daughter, daughter-in-law, sister, sister- 
in-law, partner or assistant.
6. I undertake to visit the said A.B. personally or by some one 
specially appointed by me at least once in every six months while under 
care and treatment under the order to be made on this petition.
7. A statement of particulars relating to the said A.B. accompanies 
this petition.
I f  it is the fact add:—
8 The said A.B. has been received in the Mental Hospital under an 
urgency order dated
The petitioner therefore prays that an order may be made in accord­
ance with the foregoing statement.
(Signed)
Full Christian and Surname.
Dated this day of 19
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(1) Full postal address and rank, profession or occupation.
(2) At least twenty-one.
(3) Or an idiot or person of unsound mind.
(4) Some day within 14 days before the date of the presentation of 
the petition.
(5) Here state the connection or relationship with the patient.
F orm 2.
Statement of Particulars.
th e  Mental Hospital Amendment Law, 1938. [No. 7.]
Sections 4 and 5.
Statement of particulars referred to in the annexed petition.
The following is a statement of particulars relating to the said A.B.
( 1 ) : -  ~
Name of Patient, with Christian name at length.
Sex and Age.
♦Married, single or widowed
♦Rank, profession, or previous occupation (if any)
♦Religious persuasion
Residence at or immediately previous to the date hereof.
♦Whether first attack 
Age on first attack
When and where previously under care and treatment as a lunatic, 
idiot, or person of unsound mind.
♦Duration of existing attack.
Supposed cause 
Whether subject to Epilepsy 
Whether suicidal
Whether dangerous to others, and in what way.
Whether any near relative has been afflicted with insanity.
Names, Christian names, and full postal addresses of one or more 
relatives of the patient.
Name of the person to whom notice of death to be sent, and full 
postal address if not already given.
Name and full postal address of the usual medical attendant of the 
patient.
When the petitioner is 
not the person who 
signs the statement 
add the following par­
ticulars concerning the 
person who signs the 
statement.
(1) If any particulars are not known, the fact is to be stated. (Where 
the patient is in the petition described as an idiot omit the particulars 
marked ♦)
(Signed)
Name with Christian name at length.
• Rank, profession or occupation (if any). 
How related to or otherwise connected 
with the patient.
Form 3.
Sections 4 and 5.
Certificate of Medical Practitioner.
In the matter o f A.B. of (1) 
in the Parish (2) of
an alleged lunatic.
(3)
I. the undersigned C.D. do hereby certify as follows:—
1. I am a person registered under the Medical Laws of this Island 
and I am in the actual practice of the medical profession.
2. — On the day of 19
at (4) in the parish (5) of
separately from any other practitioner, I personally examined the said 
A.B. and came to the conclusion that he is a (lunatic, an idiot, or a 
person of unsound mind) and a proper person to be taken charge of 
and detained under care and treatment.
3. — I formed this conclusion on the following grounds, viz.:—
(a) Facts indicating insanity observed by myself at the time of 
examination (6) viz.:—
(b) Facts communicated by others, viz. (7)
4. — The said A.B. appeared to me to be (or not to be) in a fit condition 
of bodily health to be removed to the Mental Hospital.
5. — I give this certificate having first read the section of the Law 
printed below.
Dated
[No. 7.j The Mental Hospital Amendment Law, 1933.
(Signed) C .D. of (8)
(Extract from Section 16 of the Mental Hospital Amendment Law, 1938).
Any person who makes a wilful mis-statement of any material fact 
in any medical or other certificate or in any statement or report of 
bodily or mental condition under this Law, shall be guilty of an offence.
(1) Insert residence of patient.
(2) Name of Parish.
(3) Insert profession or occupation, if any.
(4) Insert the place of examination, giving the name of the street,
with number or name of house, or should there be no street or 
number, the Christian name and Surname of occupier.
(5) The Name of the Parish.
(6) If the same or other facts were observed previous to the time of
the examination, the certifier is at liberty to subjoin them in a 
separate paragraph.
(7) The names and Christian names (if known) of informants to be
given, with their addresses and descriptions.
(8) Insert full postal address.
Form 4.
Sections 4 and 5.
Order for reception of a private patient to be made by a Resident 
Magistrate, under the Mental Hospital Amendment Law, 1938.
I, the undersigned E.F. being the Resident Magistrate for the parish 
of upon the petition of C.D. of (1)
in the matter of A.B., a lunatic (2) accompanied by the 
medical certificates of G.H. and I.J. hereto annexed, and upon the
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undertaking of the said C.D. to visit the said A.B. personally or by 
some one specially appointed by the said C.D. once at least in every six 
months while under care and treatment under this order, hereby 
authorise you to receive the said A.B. as a patient into the Mental 
Hospital. And I declare that I have (or have not) personally seen the 
said A.B. before making this order.
Dated
(Signed) E.F.
Resident Magistrate for the parish of
To the Senior Medical Officer,
Mental Hospital, Kingston.
(1) Address and description.
(2) Or an idiot or person of unsound mind.
Section 10.
TH IR D  SCHEDULE. 
Form 1.
Form of Urgency Order for the reception of a private patient.
I, the undersigned, being a person twenty-one years of age, hereby 
authorise you to receive as a patient into the Mental Hospital A.B. as 
a lunatic (1) whom I saw last at on the (2)
day of 19
I am not related to or connected with the person signing the certificate 
which accompanies this order in any of the ways mentioned (3) in the 
margin.
Subjoined (or annexed) hereto (4) is a statement or particulars 
relating to the said A.B.
(Signed)
Name and Christian Names at length.
Rank, profession or occupation (if any). 
Full postal address.
How related to or connected with the patient. 
[I f  not the husband, or wife or a 
relative of the patient, the person 
signing to state as briefly as possible.
(1) Why the order is not signed by 
the husband, or wife or a relative 
of the patient.
(2) His or her connection with the 
patient and the circumstances 
under which he or she signs.]
Dated this day of 19 •
To the Senior Medical Officer,
Mental Hospital, Kingston,
16
(1) Or an idiot or a person of unsound mind.
(2) Some day within two days before the date of the order.
(3) Husband, wife, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law, son,
son-in-law, daughter, daughter-in-law, brother, brother-in-law, 
sister, sister-in-law, partner or assistant.
(4) See Form 3.
[No. 7.] The Mental Hospital Amendment Law, 1938.
F orm 2.
Certificate of Medical Practitioner.
Section 10.
In the matter of A.B. of (1) in the
parish of (2) (3), an alleged lunatic.
I, the undersigned C .D .; do certify as follows:—
1. — I am a person registered under the Medical Laws of this Island 
and I am in the actual practice of the medical profession.
2. — On the day of 19 ,
at (4) in the parish o f  (5) , I personally
examined the said A.B. and came to the conclusion that he is a (lunatic, 
idiot, or a person of unsound mind) and a proper person to be taken 
charge of and detained under care and treatment.
3. — I formed this conclusion on the following grounds, viz.:—
(a) Facts indicating insanity observed by myself at the time of 
examination, viz.:— (6)
(b) Facts communicated by others, viz.:— (7 )
I certify that it is expedient for the welfare of the said A.B. (or for 
the public safety as the case may be) that the said A.B. should be forth­
with placed under care and treatment.
M y reasons for this conclusion are as follows:— (State them).
4. The said A.B. appeared to me to be (or not to be) in a fit condition 
of bodily health to be removed to the Mental Hospital.
5. I give this certificate having first read the section of the Law 
printed below.
(Signed) C.D. (8)
Extract from Section 16 of the Mental Hospital Amendment Law
1938.
Any person who makes a wilful mis-statement of any material fact 
in any medical or other certificate or in any statement or report of 
bodily or mental condition under this Law shall be guilty of an offence.
(1) Insert Residence of patient.
(2) Name of Parish.
(3) Insert city, town, profession, or occupation (if any)
(4) Insert the place of examination, giving the name of the street with
number or name of house, or should there be no street or number, 
the Christian name and surname of occupier.
(5) Name of parish.
(6) If the same or other facts were observed previous to the time
of examination, the certifier is at liberty to subjoin them in a 
separate paragraph.
(7) The names and Christian names (if known) of informants to b§
given, with their addresses and descriptions,
(8) Insert full postal address.
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Norm 3.
Section 10. Statement of Particulars.
Statement of particulars referred to in the annexed order.
The following is a statement of particulars relating to the said A.B.
i l h  „  ■
Name of Patient, with Christian name at length 
Sex and age
♦Married, single or widowed
♦Rank, profession, or previous occupation (if any).
♦Religious persuasion
Residence at or immediately previous to the date hereof 
♦Whether first attack 
Age on first attack
When and where previously under care and treatment as a lunatic, 
idiot or person of unsound mind 
♦Duration of existing attack 
Supposed cause 
Whether subject to epilepsy 
Whether suicidal
Whether dangerous to others, and in what way 
Whether any near relative has been afflicted with insanity 
Names, Christian names, and full postal addresses of one or more 
relatives of the patient
Name of the person to whom notice of death to be sent, and full postal 
address if not already given.
Name and full postal address of the usual medical attendant of the 
patient.
(Signed)
When the person signing 
an urgency order 
is not the person 
who signs the state­
ment, add the fol­
lowing particulars 
concerning the person 
who signs the state­
ment
j Name with Christian name at length. 
| Rank, profession or occupation (if any)
I How related to or otherwise connected 
| with patient.
(1) If any particulars are not known, the fact is to be stated. 
(Where the patient is in the order described as an idiot omit the parti­
culars marked*).
FOURTH SCHEDULE. 
Form 1.
Section 8.
Certificate as to Personal Interview after reception.
I certify that it would be prejudical to A. B. to be taken before or 
visited by a Resident Magistrate.
(Signed) C.D.
Senior Medical Officer, 
Mental Hospital.
18 [No? € f : •' The Mental Hospital Amendment Law, 1938. 
Form 2.
Section 8.
Notice of Right to Personal Interview.
Take Notice that you have the right, if you desire it, to be taken 
before’or visited by a Resident Magistrate. If you desire to exercise 
such right, you must give me notice thereof by signing the enclosed 
form o f t ®  before the day of
Dated
(Sigh|d| ' ' ;
Senior Medical Officer,
Mental Hospital.
Form 3.
Section 8.
(Address)
Notice of Desire to have Personal Interview 
Dated
I desire to be taken before or visited by a Resident Magistrate.
#( Signed)
JAMAICA.
No. 8— 1938.
1 assent,
[L .S .]
E d w a r d  D en h am ,
Governor.
13th April, 1938.
A  L A W  to Amend the Money lending Law 1937, 
(Law 40 o f 1937).
[14th April, 1938.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f 
Jamaica as follows :—
1— This Law may be cited as the Moneylending Short Title and 
Amendment Law, 1938, and shall be read and construed as ruc lon’ 
one with the Moneylending Law, 1937, (in this Law 
referred to as the Principal Law.)
2—The Principal Law is hereby amended as follows :—  Amendment of
(1) Section 2. By the insertion o f the words “ either nncipal Law' 
before or’ ’ after the words “ money lent”  which occur in 
the second line o f the Section, and by the deletion o f  the
2 [No. 8.] The Moneylending Amendment Law, 1938-
Commencement.
words “ after the commencement o f this Law ,”  which occur 
in the fourth and fifth lines o f the Section.
(2) Section IB (1). To the Sub-Section there shall be 
added the following paragraph and lettered “ (e).”
(e) “ Any loan or contract or security for the re­
payment o f money lent at a rate o f interest not 
exceeding ten per centum per annum. ”
3— The commencement o f the operation o f  this Law shall 
be deemed to have been coincident with the commencement 
o f the operation o f the Principal Law.
JAMAICA.
No. 9-1938.
I assent,
f L.S.J
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor.
6th June, 1938.
A L A W  to make exceptional provision for the 
Protection o f the Community in cases of 
Emergency.
[6 thJune, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f 
Jamaica as follows :—
1— This Law may be cited as The Emergency Powers Short TitIe- 
Law, 1938.
2— (1) I f  at any time it appears to the Governor in Privy issue of Pro- 
Council that any action has been taken or is immediately Emergency, 
threatened by any persons or body o f persons o f such a 
nature as to be calculated, by interfering with the supply
Emergency.
Regulations.
and distribution of food, water, fuel or light, or with the 
means of locomotion, to deprive the community, or any 
substantial portion of the community, of the essentials of 
life, the Governor may, by Proclamation (hereinafter 
referred to as a Proclamation of Emergency), declare that a 
state o f emergency exists.
No such Proclamation shall be in force for more than one 
month, without prejudice to the issue of another
Proclamation at or before the end of that period.
(2) Where a Proclamation of Emergency has been 
made the occasion thereof shall forthwith be communicated 
to the Legislative Council, and, if  the Legislative Council 
is then separated by such adjournment or prorogation as 
will not expire within five days, a Proclamation shall be 
issued for the Meeting o f the Legislative Council within 
five days, and the Legislative Council shall accordingly 
meet and sit upon the day appointed by that Proclamation.
[No. 9.] The Emergency Powers Law, 1938.
3— (1) Where a Proclamation of Emergency has been 
made, and so long as the Proclamation is in force, it shall 
be lawful for the Governor in Privy Council, by Order, to 
make Regulations for securing the essentials o f life to the 
community, and those Regulations may confer or impose on 
any Government Department or any persons in His 
Majesty’s Service or acting on His Majesty’s behalf, such 
powers and duties as the Governor in Privy Council may 
deem necessary for the preservation o f the peace, for 
securing and regulating the supply and distribution of 
food, water, fuel, light, and other necessities, for 
maintaining the means of transit or locomotion, and for 
any other purposes essential to the Public Safety and the 
life o f the community, and may make such provisions 
incidental to the powers aforesaid as may appear to the 
Governor in Privy Council to be required for making the 
exercise of those powers effective :
Provided that nothing in this Law shall be construed to 
authorise the making of any Regulations imposing any form 
of compulsory Military Service or industrial conscription :
The Emergency Powers Law, 1938. [No. 9.]
Provided also that no such Regulation shall make it an 
offence for any person or persons to take part in a strike, 
or peacefully to persuade any other person or persons to 
take part in a strike.
(2) Any Regulations so made shall be laid before the 
Legislative Council as soon as may be after they are made, 
and shall not continue in force after the expiration of seven 
days from the time when they are so laid unless a resolution 
is passed by the Legislative Council providing for the 
continuance thereof, and in default of such resolution for 
the continuance of the said Regulations the Proclamation 
shall cease to have force and effect.
(3) The Regulations may provide for the trial, by 
Courts o f Summary Jurisdiction, o f persons guilty of 
offences against the Regulations; so, however, that the 
maximum penalty which may be inflicted for any offence 
against any such Regulations shall be imprisonment with 
or without hard labour for a term not exceeding three 
months, or a fine not exceeding £100, or both such imprison­
ment and fine, together with the forfeiture of any goods or 
money in respect o f which the offence has been committed :
Provided that no such Regulations shall alter any exist­
ing procedure in criminal cases, or confer any right to 
punish by fine or imprisonment without trial.
(4) The Regulations so made shall have effect as if  
enacted in this Law, but may be added to or altered by 
resolution of the Legislative Council or by Regulations 
made in like manner which shall be laid before the Legis­
lative Council and shall be subject to the like provisions as 
the original Regulations.
(5) The expiry or revocation o f any Regulations so 
made shall not be deemed to have affected the previous 
operation thereof, or the validity o f any action taken there­
under, or any penalty or punishment incurred in respect of 
any contravention or failure to comply therewith, or any 
proceeding or remedy in respect o f any such punishment or 
penalty.
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Duration. 4— This Law shall continue in force until and including 
the Thirty-first day o f December One Thousand nine 
hundred and Thirty-eight.
JAMAICA.
No. 10— 1938
I reserve this Law for the signification o f His Majesty’s pleasure.
[L.S.]
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor.
18th July, 1938.
A L A W  relating to the Governor of Jamaica and the 
Officer Administering the Government of Jamaica.
[“ The day o f the date o f any Proclamation notifying that ~| 
|_His M ajesty will not exercise his power o f disallowance. J
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
o f  Jamaica as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Governor’s short Title. 
Emoluments Law, 1938.
2—  The emoluments o f the Governor o f the Colony shall Emoluments
IPIf& of Grovernor.consist o f—
(a) salary at the rate o f £4,500 per annum (in this 
Law referred to as “ salary” );
(b) duty allowance at the rate of £1,000 per annum
(in this Law referred to as “ duty allowance” ).
2 The Governor’s Emoluments Law, 1938.
H alf salary on 
embarkation to 
assume duty.
Salary only on 
assuming duty 
in certain cases.
H alf salary 
after
embarkation.
Duty allowance 
on assuming 
duty.
Full emolu­
ments during 
vacation leave 
and visit to 
Dependencies, 
other Colonies 
or States.
[No. 10.]
3—  An Officer appointed to be Governor of Jamaica shall 
receive half salary only from the day on which he embarks 
to assume the Government, whether the port of 
embarkation is in England, or in another Colony, or 
elsewhere.
4—  Where, however, a Governor continues in the tenure 
of his office until the arrival of his successor, the latter 
Officer shall not be entitled to any portion of the salary 
until he has assumed the duties of his office.
5—  If the office of Governor is vacated after the incoming 
Governor has embarked to assume the Government, he shall
receive half salary only from the date of such embarkation.
6—  An Officer appointed to be Governor of Jamaica shall 
not be entitled to the duty allowance, or to any portion 
thereof, until he has assumed the duties of his office.
7—  Subject to the provisions of this Section the 
Governor shall be entitled to receive the full emoluments 
attached to his office, whenever
(a) he shall leave the Island of Jamaica for the 
purpose of visiting any Dependency thereof;
(b) he shall be on vacation leave, or absent from the
Colony for purposes of duty undertaken by the 
direction of the Secretary of State in furtherance 
of the public interest: Provided that in the case 
of vacation leave such leave shall not exceed the 
rate of one month and the half of another month 
for each period of twelve consecutive months 
resident service and that such leave may 
accumulate up to a total of three months: 
Provided further that where the Governor spends 
the whole of his leave in some place other than 
the Colony the time necessarily taken on the 
journeys to and from such place, not exceeding 
fourteen days in each direction, shall not be 
reckoned as leave: Provided further that where 
the Governor is on vacation leave or absent from 
the Colony on duty as in this paragraph 
mentioned he shall not be entitled to the duty 
allowance or to any portion thereof;
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(c) he shall, in the exercise or discharge o f any 
powers or duties conferred or imposed upon him 
by His Majesty or through the Secretary of State, 
leave the Island to visit any neighbouring Colony 
or State.
8— When the Governor after having assumed the 
Government shall be absent from the Colony otherwise than 
in the circumstances mentioned in Section 7 o f this Law, 
or shall be incapacitated from the performance o f the 
duties o f his office, he shall receive half only of the salary 
attached to his office during such absence or incapacity 
and he shall not be entitled to the duty allowance or to 
any portion thereof.
9— Any Officer provisionally sworn in to administer and 
administering the Government o f this Island shall be 
entitled to the duty allowance, to an allowance equivalent 
to half o f the Governor’s salary, and i f  he be the holder of 
any other office, to half o f the salary o f his office.
10—  An Officer so administering the Government may 
appoint the same Staff as the Governor, and the persons so 
appointed shall receive the full salary o f their respective 
offices.
11—  Officers appointed to the Government o f Jamaica, 
or provisionally administering the same shall be entitled 
to draw the emoluments appointed by this Law in respect 
of the day on which they assumed their duties. The Officer 
whom they succeed shall not be entitled to any payment 
for that day except the emoluments appointed under Sec­
tion 7 or 8 of this Law.
12—  The Governor’ s emoluments, and any further sum 
required under Section 9 o f this Law for the emoluments o f 
the Officer administering the Government shall be, and the 
same are hereby declared to be, charged upon and made 
payable from and out o f the General Revenue o f this 
Island, and shall be paid by the Treasurer o f the Island on 
such Warrants and directions o f the Governor, or Officer 
administering the Government, as the case may be, as are 
usual in cases where salaries are provided by Law.
H alf salary 
during absence 
otherwise than 
in circum­
stances men­
tioned in 
Section 7.
Emoluments of 
Officer admin­
istering the 
Government.
Appointment 
o f Staff.
Com mencement 
of salaries.
Governor *8 
salary, etc., 
to be paid 
from General 
Revenue.
4 The Governor’s Emoluments Law, 1938.
King’s Housts.
Furniture to be 
kept complete 
and made good.
Repeal.
| No. 10.]
13—  The following rules shall be observed in regard to 
King’s H ouse:—
(a) K ing’ s House, together with its garages, stables, 
out-buildings, fences and other appurtenances 
shall be kept in substantial repair throughout, at 
the cost o f the Colony;
(b) the rooms shall be painted and papered (when 
necessary), and the house shall be furnished at 
the public expense;
(c) the furniture to be provided shall include, besides
articles o f upholstery and bedding, and chande­
liers in the reception rooms, linen, china, glass, 
plated goods, table cutlery, lamps, candlesticks 
and kitchen utensils; but shall not include any 
silver plate;
(d) such furniture, when it becomes unserviceable 
from fair wear, shall be replaced at the cost o f 
the Colony.
14—  A ll furniture supplied at the public expense is to be 
kept complete, and any article lost or damaged otherwise 
than by fair wear, is to be made good at the expense o f the 
Officer occupying K ing’s House for the time being.
15—  The Laws mentioned in the Schedule to this Law are 
hereby repealed to the extent indicated in the third column 
o f the said Schedule.
SCHEDULE.
Number and
date of Law. Title. Bepeal.
7 of 1874 A Law to Begulate the Salary of 
Officers Administering the Gov­
ernment of Jamaica, and the 
Furnishing of Government 
House.
3 of 1895 Law 7 of 1874 Amendment Law 
1895.
26 of 1895 A Law to secure a Civil List for 
Her Majesty and for other 
purposes.
The whole Law.
The whole Law.
In so far only as 
the Law relates 
to the salary of 
the Governor 
and the pay­
ment thereof.
JAMAICA.
No 11— 1938.
I assent,
ITm l
C. C. W oolley,
Acting Governor.
24th July, 1938.
A LA W  to amend further the Match Excise Duty Law, 
1934 (Law 25 of 1934).
[28th July, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Match Excise Duty short TiHe 
Further Amendment Law 1938, and shall be read and construction, 
construed as one with the Match Excise Duty Law 1934
(Law 25 of 1934) hereinafter referred to as the Principal 
Law, and the Match Excise Duty Amendment Law 1935 
(Law 21 of 1935).
2—  Section 3 of the Principal Law as amended bv £mendraent of
„  vW ”  n  ' it !  "w i . . „ i .  - • Section 3 ofSection 2 sub-section (2) of Law 21 of 1935, is herebv Principal Law. 
amended as follow s:
By the deletion of the words “ one shilling and three­
pence”  which occur in the third line of the Section and 
by the substitution tJherefor of the words “ one shilling and 
seven pence.”
2Refund, 
subject to 
Regulations on 
Excise Duty 
on matches 
exported.
3— Subject to such Regulations and conditions as may 
be made, altered or amended from time to time by the 
Governor in Privy Council, and published in the Gazette, 
the Collector General may refund to any manufacturer 
manufacturing matches in this Island, and on which the 
Excise Duty has been paid, the Duty so paid in respect 
of the matches exported.
[No. 11.] The Match Excise Duty Further Amendment Law, 1938.
JAMAICA.
No. 12— 1938.
1 assent,
[L .S .]
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor.
24th July, 1938.
A L A W  for raising the necessary money to complete repay­
ment o f certain outstanding Loans issued by the Govern­
ment o f Jamaica.
[28th July, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica as follows E—
1— This Law may be cited as the Loan Repayment Law Short Title- 
1938.
2— The Governor is hereby authorised to raise by the issue 
of a loan, either at one time or by instalments as may be con­
venient, such an amount as may be necessary to complete 
repayment o f the outstanding amounts o f Jamaica Govern­
ment Stock set out in the Schedule to this Law and such 
further amounts as may be necessary :—
(a) To defray the expenses o f issue, and
(b) for the payment o f Stamp Duties on transfers of 
stock, issued under this or any other Law, of the 
Government of Jamaica.
Authority to 
raise loan.
2 The Loan Repayment Law, 1988.
Appropriation 
of loan.
Principal and 
Interest to be 
charged to 
General 
Bevenuc.
Mode of raising 
loan.
Provisions as to 
Sinking Fund.
3— The money to be borrowed under the authority of this 
Law shall be appropriated and applied :—
(a) To the repayment of the Jamaica Government 
Stock set out in the Schedule to this Law,
(b) to defray the expenses of issue, and
(c) for the payment of Stamp Duties on transfers of
stock, issued under this or any other Law, of the 
Government of Jamaica.
|— The principal moneys and interest represented by the 
loan issued under the provisions o f this Law are hereby 
charged upon and shall be payable out o f the General 
Revenue and assets o f the Government of Jamaica.
5—  The loan hereby authorised or any part o f it may be 
raised either by the issue of stock or debentures, or both, 
under the provisions of the General Loan and Inscribed 
Stock Law, 1921 (Law 12 of 1921) or under the provisions 
of the Local Inscribed Stock Consolidation Law, 1932 (Law 
10 of 1932) or under the provisions o f the Local Debenture 
Law, 1925 (Law 9 of 1925) or also and in accordance with 
and under the provisions of the Raising o f Loans 
(Additional Powers) Law, 1927 (Law 4 o f 1927).
6—  I f  the loan hereby authorised or any part thereof shall 
be raised under the provisions o f the General Loan and 
Inscribed Stock Law, 1921 (Law 12 o f 1921) the contribu­
tion to sinking fund as contemplated by sections thirteen 
and twenty-seven of that Law shall commence six months 
after the date from which the interest on the stock to be 
issued under that Law shall begin to run. I f  the said loan 
or any part thereof shall be issued under the provisions of 
the Local Inscribed Stock Consolidation Law, 1932 (Law 
10 o f 1932) or o f the Local Debenture Law, 1925 (Law 9 
of 1925) the contribution to sinking fund as contemplated 
by section eighteen of Law 10 of 1932 and section four of 
Law 9 of 1925 shall commence six months after the date 
from which interest on stock or debentures issued under 
Law 10 of 1932 or Law 9 of 1925 shall begin to run. I f  the 
said loan or any part thereof shall be raised under the pro­
visions of the Raising of Loans (Additional Powers) Law,
[No. 12.]
1927 (Law 4 o f 1927) the contribution to sinking fund as 
contemplated by section two of Law 4 o f 1927 shall com­
mence six months after the date from which the interest on 
the loan shall begin to run.
The. Loan Repayment Law, 1938. [No. 12.]
4 [No. 12.] The Loan Repayment Law, 1938.
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JAMAICA.
No. 13— 1938
X c is b e n t ,
W W
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor.
27th July, 1938.
A L A W  to Extend the Revised Edition (Laws o f Jamaica)
Law 1937 (Law 18 of 1937).
[28th July, 1938.]
D E  it enacted bv the Governor and Legislative Council 
^  of Jamaica as follow s:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Revised Edition (Laws Short Title 
of Jamaica) Extension Law, 1938, and shall be read and tk>n. Construc 
construed as one with the Revised Edition (Laws of 
Jamaica) Law 1937, hereinafter referred to as the Principal 
Law.
2—Sub-section (10) o f Section 4 of the Principal Law R«Peal of. Section 4
is hereby repealed and in place thereof the following sub- ao) of
, . • r  v i , j  Principal Law,section is hereby substituted :—
“ (10) (a) To make such adaptations or amendments in 
any Law as may appear to be necessary or
2Amendment of 
Section 10 of 
the Principal 
Law.
proper as a consequence of the Royal and 
Parliamentary Titles Act, 1927, the Statute of 
Westminster, 1931, and the establishment of the 
Irish Free State.
(b) To insert in all Sections in which His 
Majesty’s Navy and Army are mentioned or 
referred to, and in which the Royal A ir Force 
is not mentioned or referred to, such mention and 
reference to the Royal A ir Force as may be 
appropriate.”
3— Section 10 of the Principal Law is hereby amended 
as follow s:—
By the deletion of the words “ 31st day of December,
1937, ”  which occur in the sixth line o f the Section and by 
the substitution therefor o f the words “ 1st day of August,
1938. ”
[No. 13.1 The Revised Edition (Laws of Jamaica) Extention Law, 1938
JAMAICA.
No. 14— 1938
I assent,
[L.S.]
C. C. W oolley ,
Acting Governor- 
2nd August, 1938.
A LA W  to amend the Jamaica Hotels A id  Law 1936, (Law
10 o f  1936).
[4 th August, 1938.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f Jamaica as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Jamaica Hotels A id Sbcn Title and 
Amendment Law 1938 and shall be read and construed as Construet1011- 
one with the Jamaica Hotels A id  Law 1936, in this Lav-
referfced the ,^riiiGi|>.al Law.
2—  The Princpal Law is hereby amended as follows :—  Amendment of
(1) Section 2. The definition o f “ furniture’ ' Principal La'w-
contained in the Section is hereby repealed and in 
lieu thereof the following definition is hereby 
substituted:—
“ Furniture”  shall mean bedsteads, chairs, tables 
(including dressing tables and wash-stands!
2sofas, wardrobes, presses, billard tables and 
tbeir appliances, pianos, organs and radios and 
such other articles as the Governor may, by Order 
in Privy Council, declare to be furniture for the 
purposes o f  this Law.
(2) Section 4. The figures “ 1938”  which occur in 
the second line o f the Section are hereby repealed 
and in lieu thereof the figures “ 1943”  are hereby 
substituted.
(3) Section 9. The Section is hereby repealed and in 
lieu thereof the following Section is hereby sub­
stituted :—
“ 9 (:1) Subject to the provisions o f this Law, 
none of the materials, fixtures, furniture or 
equipment imported under such licence shall be 
sold, or given away, or permitted to be removed 
from, or used or consumed for any other purpose 
than for the erection and equipment of the Hotel 
therein mentioned.
(2) Where any materials, fixtures, furniture 
or equipment, are dealt with or disposed o f in 
contravention o f the provisions o f this Section the 
Grantee shall be liable to a penalty o f £100 in 
addition to the duty on such materials, fixtures, 
furniture or equipment. Every partner or 
associate and agent o f  the Grantee and, where 
the Grantee is a Company, every Director, per­
son concerned in the management o f  the Com­
pany and every agent o f the Company, shall 
severally be liable to the penalty provided by this 
Section, unless he proves that the act contraven­
ing the provisions o f  this Section took place 
without his knowledge or consent.
(3) The penalty provided by this Section 
shall be recoverable summarily before a Resident 
Magistrate on an information authorised by the 
Collector-General.5 ’
[No. 14.] The Jamaica Hotels Aid Amendment Law, 1938.
JAMAICA.
No. 15— 1938.
I assent,
(L.S.]
C. C. W oolley ,
Acting Governor- 
2nd August, 1938.
A L A W  to amend the Income Tax Law, 1919 (Law 24
of 1919).
[Is* January, 1938.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Income Tax Amend- short Title 
ment Law, 1938, and the Income Tax Law, 1919 (Law 24 ®“^ ConBtrnc- 
of 1919), hereinafter referred to as the Principal Law, 
the Income Tax Amendment Law, 1920 (Law 39 of 1920), 
the Income Tax Amendment Law, 1920 (No. 2). (Law 50 
of 1920), the Income Tax Amendment Law, 1921 (Law 21 
of 1921), the Income Tax Further Amendment Law, 1928 
(Law 7 of 1928), the Income Tax Amendment Law, 1928 
(Law 21 of 1928), and this Law, shall be read and 
construed as one and may together be cited as the Income 
Tax Laws 1919 to 1938.
o6
Amendment of 
Principal Law.
Amendment of 
Section 13 of 
Principal Law.
2— Section 8 of the Principal Law is hereby repealed 
and in place thereof the following section is hereby 
substituted:—
“ 8— (1) Income Tax in respect of the income of any 
person shall be charged at the following rate
[No. 15.] The Income Tax Amendment Law, 1988.
s. d.
(a) On the first £300 ... ... Nil
On every pound of the income beyond
(b) £300 and up to £400 ... ... 0 2§
(c) £400 and up to £500 ... ... 0 3
(d) £500 and up to £750 ... . . . 0 6
(e) £750 and up to £1,000 . . . 0 9
(f) £1,000 and up to £1,500 ... 1 3|
(g) £1,500 and up to £2,000 Wm  1 9
(h) £2,000 and up to £5,000 ... 2 2|
(i) £5,000 and up to £8,000 ... 3 0
(j) £8,000 and up to £10,000 ... 3 6
(k) On every pound beyond £10,000 4 0
(2) Where the income although exceeding three 
hundred pounds does not exceed five hundred pounds and 
the person liable to pay the income tax proves to the 
satisfaction of the Assessment Committee that he had a 
child or children living and under the age of sixteen years 
at the commencement of the year of assessment, he shall be 
entitled in respect of every such child to relief from income 
tax upon twenty pounds.
The expressions “ child”  and “ children”  in this sub­
section include a stepchild or stepchildren, but do not 
include an illegitimate child or illegitimate children.
(3) Where the income although exceeding three 
hundred pounds does not exceed five hundred pounds and 
the person liable to pay the income tax proves to the 
satisfaction of the Assessment Committee that he had 
at some time during the year immediately preceding the 
year of assessment a wife, he shall be entitled to relief 
from income tax upon fifty pounds.”
3 Section thirteen of the Principal Law is hereby 
repealed and in place thereof the following section is 
hereby substituted :—
“ 13—Where under this Law any profits or gains are 
assessed as income o f a person and also as 
income of a Corporate Body of persons such 
person shall be entitled to a relief from income 
tax to an amount equal to the income tax 
chargeable upon such body of persons in respect 
of such profits or gains, and such relief shall be 
given by reduction of the income tax chargeable 
or charged to h im : Provided that in no case shall 
such relief exceed the income tax payable by such 
person.”
4—  The Laws mentioned in the schedule to this Law are 
hereby repealed to the extent mentioned in the third 
column of the said schedule.
5—  Sub-section one of section eight of the Principal Law 
as amended by this Law shall not apply to any income 
derived or received prior to the first day of January one 
thousand nine hundred and thirty-seven.
The Income Tax Amendment Law, 1938. [No. 15.]
6— This Law shall be deemed to have come into 
operation on the first day of January one thousand nine 
hundred and thirty-eight and the tax hereby imposed shall 
be assessed in the year one thousand nine hundred and 
thirty-eight in respect of incomes derived or received 
during the year one thousand nine hundred and thirty- 
seven and shall thereafter be assessed in every year in the 
manner provided by section fourteen of the Principal Law.
SCHEDULE.
Title
Law 39 of 1920. The Income Tax Amendment Law, Sections 5
and 6
Law 21 of 1921. The Income Tax Amendment Law, Section 3.
.; 1021. .
Law 21 of 1928. The Income Tax Amendment Law, Sections 2, 3 
1928. and 4.
Extent Of 
Repeal.No. and year
Repeal.
Non­
application of 
section 8 (1) 
of Principal 
L aw  as 
amended by 
this L aw  to 
incomes prior 
to 1st January 
1937.
Commence­
ment.

JAMAICA.
No 16— 1938.
I assent,
| L .S . ]
C .  C .  W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor-
2nd August, 1938.
A  L A W  to amend further the Tariff Laws.
[2nd August, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows:—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Tariff Law 1927 (Law short Title 
11 of 1927) Amendment Law 1938, and shall be read and Construo- 
construed as one with the Tariff Laws 1925 to 1937 and
those Laws and this Law may together be cited as the 
Tariff Laws 1925 to 1938.
2—  The First Schedule to the Tariff Law 1925 clS Amendment of 
amended by the Tariff Laws 1927 to 1937 is hereby Princlpal Law- 
further amended as follows :—
By repealing Items 3, 20, 29, 34 and 41 and by 
substituting therefor the Items bearing the same numbers 
in the Schedule to this Law.
2 [No. 10.] The Tariff Law, 1927 (Law 11 of 1927) Amendment
Law 1938.
SCHEDULE.
Item.
No. Article.
Preferential
Tariff.
General
Tariff.
Beer and Ale, 
per gallon
Stout and Porter,
2 /4 3 /4
20 Matches:
(a) in containers containing fifty 
matches or less (any greater 
quantity to be charged in pro­
portion) per gross of twelve
' dozen eontaihers 4 / - .  5/4
(b) in bulk or otherwise than in 
such containers per 1,000
..matches 6fd. 9dj
29 Spirits:
(a) Brandy, (b) Gin
(c) Whisky
(d) Spirits of wine, and
(e) Alcohol (including absolute 
alcohol and British Colonial 
Bum*) per gallon of proof 
spirit as ascertained by Syke’s 
or Sike’s Hydrometer; provided 
that in the cases of (a), (b), (c), 
(d) and (e) in no case shall the 
duty be less per liquid gallon 
than as follows:
(a), (b), (d) and (e ): 
Preferential 32/-, General 39/7, 
(c) Preferential 32/-, General 
42/11, per liquid gallon
(f) Cordials and Liqueurs:
All kinds, including bitters and 
flavouring extracts containing 
40% proof spirit, per liquid 
gallon
Unenumerated Spirits: not to 
include Bay Bum and dentri- 
fices, toilet preparations and 
washes:
(g) Potable, perfumed, if tested—  
per proof gallon: provided that 
in no case shall the duty be 
less per liquid gallon than 21/- 
Preferential and 23/8 -General 
Tariff
£1 17 8 
£1 17 8
£1 17 8
£1 17 8
£1 13; 0
£2 5 10] 
£214  8
£2 5 10
£2 5 10
£1 16 8
*The importation of Foreign Bum is prohibited by Law.
3SCHEDULE— contd.
Item. Preferential General
No. Article. Tariff. Tariff.
The Tariff Law, 1927 (Law 11 of 1927) Amendment [No. 16.]
Law 1938.
(h) Potable, perfumed, if not tested,
per liquid gallon £1 13 0 £116  8
(i) Spiritous Compounds, not being 
methylated spirits, nor per­
fumery, nor medicines recog­
nized by the British Pharma- 
ccepia, or the United States 
Pharmacopoeia, nor Medicinal 
Spirits and not otherwise enu­
merated containing 40% of
proof spirits, per liquid gallon £1 17 8 £2 5 10
34 Wine of all kinds, including
medicated wines, in bulk or 
bottle, containing not more 
than 40% proof spirit (wines 
containing a greater proportion 
of proof spirit to be classed as 
spirituous compounds)
(a) of a value of 12/- per gallon and 
under and not exceeding 18/- per 
gallon 8 /- 13/4
(b) of a value per gallon of over
18/- and upwards, per gallon 16/- 22/8
Bay Rum, per proof gallon 12/- 16/-

JAMAICA.
No. 17— 1938.
I assent,
[L .S .j
C. C. W o o lley ,
Acting Governor-
2nd August, 1938.
A  L A W  to amend the Brewers Licenses Law, 1896 and 
the Brewers Licenses Law, 1896, Amendment Law,
1899.
[4 th August, 1938.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follow s:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Brewers Licenses short Title 
Amendment Law 1938, and shall be read and construed tion. 
as one with the Brewers Licenses Law 1896 (Law 19 of 
1896) hereinafter referred to as the Principal Law, and 
with the Brewers Licenses, 1896, Amendment Law 1899 
(Law 11 of 1899).
2 [No. 17.] The Brewers Licenses Amendment Law, 1938.
Amendment of 
Principal Law.
Amendment of 
Section 1 of 
Law 11 of 
1899.
2—  Section 2 of the Principal Law is hereby amended 
as follow s:—
By the deletion of the word “ threepence”  which occurs 
in the second line of the Section and by the substitution 
therefor of the words “ four pence half-penny.”
3—  Section 1 of Law 11 of 1899 is hereby amended as 
follow s:—
By the deletion of the word “ threepence”  which occurs 
in the sixth line of the Section and by the substitution 
therefor of the words “ four pence half-penny.”
JAMAICA.
No. 18—-1938
I assent,
[L .S .]
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor- 
2nd August, 1938.
A  L A W  to amend the Rum Duty Laws 1878 to 1931.
[4 th August, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
^  of Jamaica as follow s:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Rum Duty Amendment short Title 
Law 1938 and shall be read and construed as one with tion.
Law 10 of 1878, Law 35 of 1881, Law 11 of 1889, Law 12 
of 1894, Law 31 of 1898, Law 29 of 1902, Law 14 of 1923,
Law 2 of 1931 and any Laws amending the same.
2— Section 3 of Law 31 of 1898 is hereby amended as 
follow s:—
Amendment 
of Section t! of 
Law 31 of 
1898.
By the deletion of the words “ five shillings”  which 
occur in the second line of the Section and by the 
substitution therefor of the words “ ten shillings and eight 
pence.”
Amendment 
of Section 4 
of Law 31 of 
1898.
2
Amendment 
of Section 2 
of Law 2 
of 1931.
3—  Section 4 of Law 31 of 1898 is hereby amended as 
fo llow s:—
By the deletion of the words “ five shillings”  which 
occur in the third line of the Section and by the 
substitution therefor of the words “ ten shillings and eight 
pence.”
4—  Section 2 of the Rum Duty Further Amendment Law 
1931 (Law 2 of 1931) is hereby amended as follows:—
By the deletion of the words “ eight shillings”  which 
occur in the eighth line of the Section and by the 
substitution therefor of the words “ ten shillings and eight 
pence.”
[No. 18.] The Rum Duty Amendment Law, 1938.
JAMAICA.
No. 19— 1938.
I assent,
[L.S.]
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor-
2nd August, 1938.
A  L A W  to amend the Expiring Law Continuance Law, 
1938 (Law 4 of 1938).
[4 th August, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follow s:—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Expiring Law short Title 
Continuance Law, Amendment Law, 1938 and shall be ^  Gonstmc- 
read and construed as one with the Expiring Law 
Continuance Law 1938 (Law 4 of 1938) hereinafter
referred to as the Principal Law.
2—  The Schedule to the Principal Law  is hereby Amendment of 
repealed and the Schedule to this Law  substituted Law?*pal 
therefor.
2 [No. 19.] The Expiring Law Continuance Law, Amendment
Law, 1938.
SCHEDULE.
Law 9 of 1920—The Excise Duty (Temporary Increase) Law, 1920, 
with the exception of the following item s: —
On all Rum Duty collected under the provisions of the Rum 
Duty Law (Law 10 of 1878) and any Laws amending the same a 
Surtax after the rate of sixty per cent, of such duties.
On all Beer Duty collected under the provisions of the Brewers 
Licences Law, 1896 (Law 19 of 1896) and any Laws amending 
the same, a Surtax afer the rate of ten per cent, of such duties.
On all amounts payable as King’s Warehouse Fees under the 
Wharfage Law, 1895 (Law 15 of 1895) a Surtax after the rate 
of ten per cent, of such fees.
JAMAICA.
No. 20— 1938
I assent.
[L.S.]
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor.
9th August, 1938.
The Appropriation Law, 1938-39.
[11 th August, 1938.]
\Y/H ERE AS of the amount o f two million five hundred Preambb 
■ and sixty-four thousand seven hundred and nine 
pounds required for the service of the Civil Government of 
this Island and for other purposes, for the Financial Year 
to end 31st day of March, one thousand nine hundred and 
thirty-nine, the sum of four hundred and forty-one 
thousand and seventeen pounds has been provided for by 
Law, and it is now requisite to make a further provision 
of two million one hundred and twenty-three thousand six 
hundred and ninety-two pounds :
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica, as follows :—
1— The Treasurer o f the Island shall, on the warrant o f Amount 
the Governor, pay a sum not exceeding in the aggregate 
two million one hundred and twenty-three thousand six
hundred and ninety- two pounds for defraying the several 
charges and expenses of the Civil Government of this 
Island, and for other purposes, for the Financial Year to 
end on the 31st day of March, one thousand nine hundred 
and thirty-nine set forth in the Schedule to this Law 
annexed.
[No. 20. J • The Appropriation Law, 1938-39.
SCHEDULE.
£
Charges of Debt ... ... ... ... 484
Pensions ■■■ ... 10,737
Pensions of Widows and Orphans ... ... 50
Governor and Staff ... ... ... 2,774
Privy Council ... . . . .  ..... ... 02
Legislative Council ... ... ... 5,587
Colonial Secretariat ... ... ... 9,783
Lands Department ... ... ... 19,778
Land Settlement ... ... ... ... 11,612
Forestry . .:. ... ... ... 8,794
Audit. Department . .... • .§£' 12,172
Public (treasury . ... ... 7,937
Currency Commissioners ... ... ... 2,764
-Government Savings Bank .... .... ... 17,739
Collector General’s Department ... ... 117,554
Post Office ... ... ... ... 128>556
Supreme Court ... ... ... 6,327
Law Officers ... i ... ... 5,119
Eesident Magistrate’s Courts ... ... ... 24,482
Administrator General’s Office ... ... ... 5,783
Bankruptcy Department ... ... ... 2,666
Medical—
General Administration ... ... ... 29,942
Health Service ... ... ... 48,469
Hospitals and Lepers’ Home ... ... 104,887
Mentali^Hospital ... ... ... 48,657
Constabulary ... ... . . . '  .... 217,583
Prisons ... ... ... ... 42,866
Industrial School, Stony Hill ... ... ... 7,290
Education ... . . . . . .  264,131
Harbours and Pilotage 5,799
Marine Board ... ... ... ... 1,054
Local Forces ... ... ... ... 10,863
Registrar General’s Dept, and Island Record Office ... 5,391
Registration of Titles Office .... ... 3,692
[povernment D^mting Office 26,119
Board of Supervision ... ... ... 517
Department of Science and Agriculture ... ... 64,090
Agricultural Loan Societies Board ... ... 2,991
Subventions ... ... ... ... 250,797
Bjlscellaneous ... ... ... 29,242
Railway, ... ... . ... ... 26.176
Public Works Department ... ... ... 54,299
Public Works, Annually Recurrent ... ... 322,654
Public Works, Extraordinary ... ... ... 129,036
Island Traffic Authority ... ... ... 5,662
Colonial Development Fund ... ... ... 20,730
The Appropriation Law, 1938-39. [No. 20.]
£2,123,692

.JAMAICA.
JNIo 21— 1938.
I assent.
[L.S.
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor. 
9th August, 1938.
A  L A W  to impose a duty on Entertainments to which the 
public are admitted for payment.
The date of any Proclamation issued by 
the Governor bringing the Law into operation.
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative 
^  of Jamaica as follow s:—
Council
1— This Law may be cited as the Entertainment Duty short Title. 
Law, 1938.
2—  This Law shall come into operation on such day as Commence- 
tihe Governor shall appoint in that behalf by Proclamation. ment‘
3—  In this Law the following expressions have the Definitions, 
meaning herein assigned to them :
“ Collector”  means the Collector or Assistant Collector 
of Taxes for the Parish;
M Entertainment” means
2 The Entertainment iDuty haw, 1938.
Bate of Duty
(No. 21.]
(a) Any exhibition by means of mutoscope, cinema­
tograph, including sound-films, or similar 
apparatus;
(b) Any horse race;
(c) Any shooting competition;
(d) Any theatrical performance, variety entertain­
ment, and conjurers entertainment;
(e) Any professional boxing contest;
(f) Any bicycle races;
(g) Any French Pool or Pari-M utuel;
for which there is a payment for the admission of persons 
or vehicles as the case may be : Provided, however, that in 
the case of a French Pool or Pari-Mutuel the Entertain­
ment duty shall be charged, levied and paid whether 
admission to the entertainment has or has not been 
charged.
“ Admission to an entertainment”  includes admission to 
any place in which the entertainment is held;
“ Admission”  includes payment as a spectator or one 
of an audience;
“ Payment for Admission”  includes any payment made 
by any person who, or whose vehicle, having been admitted 
to one part of the place of entertainment, is subsequently 
admitted to another part thereof for admission to which a 
payment is required;
“ Proprietor”  in relation to any entertainment includes 
any person responsible for the management thereof.
4— There shall be charged, levied and paid on the 
following payments at the rates specified a duty (in this 
Law referred to as Entertainment duty)—
(a) On the total amount paid for tickets in the French 
Pool or Pari-Mutuel duty at the rate o f two and 
one half per cent, on such amount;
(b) On all payments for admission to any entertain­
ment as defined by this Law (other than the 
French Pool or Pari-Mutuel) a duty at the rate 
of eight and one third per nent. on all such 
payments for admission.
The Entertainment Duty Law, 1938. 3[No. 21.]
5—  No person shall be admitted for payment to any 
entertainment where the entertainment is subject to 
entertainment duty except—
(a) W ith a ticket stamped with a stamp (not before 
used) denoting that the. correct amount of enter­
tainment duty has been p a id ; or
(b) In special cases, with the approval of the 
Collector General, through a barrier, or by means 
of a mechanical contrivance which automatically 
registers the number of persons admitted;
unless the Proprietor of the entertainment has made 
arrangements approved by the Collector General for 
furnishing returns to the Collector General of the 
payments for admission to the entertainment and has 
given security up to an amount and in a manner approved 
by the Collector General for the payment of the duty.
6—  If  any person is admitted for payment to any place 
of entertainment, and the provisions of the preceding 
section are not com plied with, the Proprietor of the enter­
tainment shall be liable in respect of each offence to a 
penalty, not exceeding one hundred pounds, and shall in 
addition be liable to pay double the duty whidh should 
have been paid.
7—  (1) Entertainment duty shall be charged in respect 
of each person admitted for payment, and in the case of 
admission by stamped ticket, shall be paid by means of 
the stamp on the ticket, and, in the case of payment 
otherwise than by the stamped ticket, shall be calculated 
and paid on the number of persons admitted.
(2) Entertainment duty, in the case of admission 
otherwise than by stamped ticket shall be recoverable from 
the proprietor and may, without prejudice to any other 
means of recovery, be recovered by the Collector 
summarily as a civil debt.
8—  Entertainment duty shall not be charged on—
(a) payments for admission to any entertainment
should the Collecor General be satisfied that the 
whole of the profits thereof are to be devoted to 
religious, educational, scientific, philantrophic 
or charitable purposes, and
Provisions as 
to admission.
Penalty for 
breach of 
Section 6.
D uty, how 
charged, and 
recovered by 
Collector.
Exem ption.
4 The Entertainment Duty Law, 1938.
Regulations.
Power to enter 
place of 
entertainment.
[No. 21.]
(b) payments for admission to any entertainment 
defined in Section 3 Paragraph (a) certified by the 
Director of Education as being given for 
educational purposes to school children.
9—  The Governor in Privy Council may make 
regulations for securing the payment of entertainment 
duty and generally for carrying the provisions of this Law 
as to entertainment duty into effect, and in particular—
(a) for the supply and use of stamps or stamped 
tickets, or for the stamping of tickets sent to 
be stamped; and for securing the defacement of 
stamps when used; and
(b) as to the mode of furnishing returns; and
(c) for the use of tickets covering the admission of
more than one person and the calculation of the 
duty thereon; and for the payment of duty on 
the transfer from one part of a place of enter­
tainment to another; and
(d) for controlling the use of barriers or mechanical 
contrivances (including the prevention of the use 
of the same barrier or mechanical contrivance for 
payments of a different amount), and for securing 
proper records of admission by means of barriers 
or mechanical contrivances.
I f  any person acts in contravention to or fails to comply 
with any such regulations or makes a return which shall 
be false in any material particular he shall be liable in 
respect of each offence to a penalty not exceeding one 
hundred pounds.
10—  Any person authorised in writing by the Collector 
or Collector General for the purpose may enter any place 
of entertainment while the entertainment is proceeding, 
and any place ordinarily used as a place of entertainment 
at any time, with a view to seeing whether the provisions 
of this Law or any regulations made thereunder as to 
entertainment duty are being complied with.
I f  any person prevents or obstructs the entry of any 
person authorised as aforesaid he shall be liable to a fine 
not exceeding ten pounds,
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11—  This Law shall apply to the Urban and Sub-Urban 
Districts of the Corporate Area as defined in the Second 
Schedule to Law 12 of 1931, and to such other district, 
village, or town in this Island as the Governor in Privy 
Council may declare by Proclamation to be published in 
the Gazette.
12—  A ll penalties for a breach of this Law or any 
regulations made under this Law shall be recoverable in 
a summary manner before a Resident Magistrate, and 
in default of payment the offender shall be liable to 
imprisonment with or without hard labour, where the 
penalty does not exceed ten pounds for any term not 
exceeding two months, or where the penalty exceeds ten 
pounds and does not exceed one hundred pounds, for any 
term not exceeding six months.
Areas to which 
Law shall 
apply.
Penalty, how 
recoverable.
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I assent,
[L .S .]
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor.
10th August, 1938.
A  L A W  for raising the necessary money for Land 
Settlement and other purposes.
[11 th August, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
^  of Jamaica as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Land Settlement, short Title. 
Island Telephone and other W orks Loan Law, 1938.
2—  The Governor is hereby authorised to raise by the Authority to
. S®? _ i ■ i i a_ i unfi n.  raise loon.issue of a loan either at one time or by such instalments as 
may be convenient the sum o f seven hundred and seventy 
eight thousand pounds sterling, and such further sums as 
may be necessary:
Appropriation 
o f loan.
M ode o f raising 
loan.
Principal and 
Interest to be 
charged to 
General 
Revenue.
Provision as to 
Sinking Fund.
(a) to defray the expenses of issue, and
(b) for the payment o f stamp duties on transfers o f
stock, issued under this or any other Law, o f  the 
Government of Jam aica.
3—  (1) A ny sum raised to defray the expenses o f  issue 
shall be applied only to that purpose.
(2) Save as aforesaid the moneys borrowed under 
this Law  shall be appropriated and applied to the pur­
poses specified in Part One and Part Tw o o f  the Schedule 
to this L aw : Provided that it shall be lawful for the 
Governor in Privy Council to direct any savings which 
may be or may have been made on any item mentioned in the 
First part of the Schedule hereto to be applied in whole 
or in part to any excess of expenditure on any other item 
mentioned in the said part of the Schedule.
4—  The loan hereby authorised or any part thereof may 
be raised either by the issue of stock or debentures, or 
both, under the provisions of the General Loan and 
Inscribed Stock Law, 1921 (Law 12 o f  1921) or under the 
provisions of the Local Inscribed Stock Consolidation 
Law, 1932 (Law 10 o f  1932) or under the provisions o f  the 
Local Debenture Law, 1925 (Law 9 o f  1925) or under and in 
accordance with the provisions o f  the Raising o f  Loans 
(Additional Powers) Law, 1927 (Law 4 o f  1927).
5—  The Principal moneys raised under this Law and any 
interest thereon are hereby charged upon and shall be pay­
able out o f  the General Revenue and assets o f  the Govern­
ment o f  Jamaica.
6—  (1) I f  the Loan hereby authorised or any part thereof 
shall be raised under the provisions o f  the General Loan 
and Inscribed Stock Law, 1921 (Law 12 o f  1921) or under 
the provisions o f  the Local Inscribed Stock Consolidation 
Law, 1932 (Law 10 o f  1932) or under the provisions o f  the 
Local Debenture Law, 1925 (Law 9 o f  1925) the contribu­
tion to the Sinking Fund, as contemplated by each o f  those 
Laws, shall commence three years after the date from  which 
the interest on the stock or debentures to be issued under 
any o f  those Laws shall begin to run. I f  the said Loan or
fNo. 22.] The Land Settlement, Island Telephone and Other Works
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any part thereof shall be raised under the provisions o f the 
Raising o f Loans (Additional Powers) Law, 1927 (Law 4 
of 1927) the contribution to the Sinking Fund, as contem­
plated by that Law shall, notwithstanding anything con­
tained in the said Law, commence three years after the date 
from which the interest on the securities to be issued under 
that Law shall begin to run.
(2) The annual contribution to Sinking Fund shall 
be at a rate o f not less than one pound sterling per centum 
per annum o f the loan, or part thereof, raised under the 
said Laws or any o f them.
The Ldnd Settlement, Island Telephone and Other Works [No. 22.]
Loan Law, 1938.
SCHEDULE.
PART ONE.
1. For Land Settlement Schemes, and matters connected
therewith ■ §
2. For an Island Telephone Scheme
3. For construction of and improvements to Parochial
Hospitals . . . . . . . . .
4. For cobstruction of Court House at Halfway Tree
5. For addition to present building of the Institute of
Jamaica i  . . . . . . . . . . . .
£
650,000
75.000
31.000
12.000
10,000
Total . . . . . . .  ... £778,000
PART TWO.
For the payment of stamp duties on transfers of stock issued under 
this or any other Law, of the Government of Jamaica.

JAMAICA.
No. 2 3 — 1938
I reserve this Law for the signification o f His Majesty’s pleasure.
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f 
Jamaica as follows |—-
1—  This Law may be cited as the Divorce Amendment short Title and 
Law 1938 and shall be read and construed as one with the °ns ruc Ion' 
Divorce Law 1879 (in this Law referred to as the Principal
Law).
2—  (1) No petition for divorce shall be presented to the Restriction on 
Court unless at the date of the presentation of the petition divorcTduring 
three years have passed since the date of the marriage :
Provided that a Judge of the Court may, upon 
application being made to him in accordance with rules of 
Court, allow a petition to be presented before three years 
have passed on the ground that the case is one of 
exceptional hardship suffered by the petitioner or o f
[L .S .]
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
A ding Governor.
18th August, 1938.
A  L A W  to Amend the Law Relating to Divorce.
The day o f the date o f  any Proclamation notifying that 
H is M ajesty will not exercise his power o f disallowance.
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exceptional depravity on the part o f the respondent, but if 
it appears to the Court at the hearing o f the petition, that 
the petitioner obtained leave to present the petition by any 
misrepresentation or concealment of the nature o f the case, 
the Court may, if  it pronounces a decree nisi, do so subject 
to the condition that no application to make the decree 
absolute shall be made until after the expiration o f three 
years from the date of the marriage, or may dismiss the 
petition, without prejudice to any petition which may be 
brought after the expiration o f the said three years upon the 
same, or substantially the same, facts as those proved in 
support o f the petition so dismissed.
(2) In determining any application under this Section 
for leave to present a petition before the expiration of three 
years from the date o f the marriage, the Judge shall have 
regard to the interests o f any children of the marriage and 
to the question whether there is reasonable probability o f a 
reconciliation between the parties before the expiration of 
the said three years.
(3) Nothing in this Section shall be deemed to 
prohibit the presentation o f a petition based upon matters 
which have occurred before the expiration o f three years 
from the date o f the marriage-
3— Section 14 of the Principal Law, as amended by the 
Divorce Law 1926, is hereby repealed and in place o f the 
said Section and o f the Divorce Law 1926 the following 
Section is hereby substituted :—
“ 14— A  petition for divorce may be presented to the 
Court either by the husband or the w ife on the ground 
that the respondent—
(a) has since the celebration o f the marriage
committed adultery: or
(b) has deserted the petitioner without cause for a
period o f at least three years immediately 
preceding the presentation o f the petition; or
(c) has since the celebration o f the marriage treated
the petitioner with cruelty; or
(d) is incurably o f unsound mind and has been 
continuously under care and treatment for a 
period o f at least five years immediately 
preceding the presentation o f the petition;
[No. 23.]
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and by the w ife on the ground that her husband has, since 
the celebration of the marriage, been guilty o f rape, 
sodomy, or beastiality.”
4—  For the purposes o f Section 14 o f the Principal Law, 
as re-enacted by this Law, a person of unsound mind shall 
be deemed to be under care and treatment—
(a) while he is detained in pursuance o f any order or
inquisition under the Laws for the time being in 
force relating to the Mental Hospital, or is being 
detained as a criminal lunatic under the Trial of 
Lunatics Law 1896 (Law 5 o f 1896) or in pur­
suance o f a warrant under Section 35 o f the 
Prison Law 1882 (Law 18 o f 1882) or in pur­
suance o f certificates under Section 5, or an order 
under Section 6, o f the Mental Hospital Law 1873 
(Law 30 of 1873);
(b) while he is receiving treatment as a voluntary
boarder under the Mental Hospital Amendment 
Law, 1938 (Law 7 o f 1938), being treatment which 
follows without any interval a period o f such 
detention as aforesaid; 
and not otherwise.
5—  Sections 16, 17 and 18 o f the Principal Law are 
hereby repealed and in lieu o f the said Sections the 
following Section is hereby substituted and numbered “ 16.”
“ 16— (1) On a petition for divorce it shall be the duty 
of the Court to enquire, so far as it reasonably can, into 
the facts alleged and whether there has been any 
connivance or condonation on the part o f the petitioner 
and whether any collusion exists between the parties and 
also to enquire into any countercharge which is made 
against the petitioner.
(2) I f  the Court is satisfied on the evidence that— -
(i) the case for the petition has been proved; 
and
(ii) where the ground o f the petition is 
adultery, the petitioner has not in any 
manner been accessory to, or connived at, or 
condoned, the adultery, or where the 
ground o f the petition is cruelty the
Definition of 
care and treat­
ment in relation 
to insanity.
Duty of Court 
on presentation 
o f petition for 
divorce.
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petitioner has not in any manner condoned 
the cruelty; and
(iii) the petition is not presented or prosecuted 
in collusion with the respondent or either 
o f the respondents;
the Court shall pronounce a decree of divorce, but i f  the 
Court is not satisfied with respect to any of the aforesaid 
matters, it shall dismiss the petition :
Provided that the Court shall not be bound to 
pronounce a decree o f divorce and may dismiss the 
petition if  it finds that the petitioner has during the 
marriage been guilty of adultery or if, in the opinion of 
the Court, the petitioner has been guilty—
(a) o f unreasonable delay in presenting or 
prosecuting the petition | or
(b) o f cruelty towards the other party to the 
marriage; or
(c) where the ground o f the petition is adultery or 
cruelty, o f having without reasonable excuse 
deserted, or having without reasonable excuse 
wilfully separated himself or herself from, the 
other party before the adultery or cruelty 
complained o f ; or
(d) where the ground o f the petition is adultery or 
unsoundness of mind or desertion, o f such wilful 
neglect or misconduct as has conduced to the 
adultery or unsoundness o f mind or desertion.”
Decree o f judi­
cial separation.
6— (1) Section 9 o f the Principal Law is hereby repealed 
and in lieu thereof the following Section is hereby 
substituted :—
“ 9— (1) A  petition for judicial separation may be 
presented to the Court either by the husband or the wife 
on any grounds on which a petition for divorce might have 
been presented, or on the ground o f failure to comply with 
a decree for restitution o f conjugal rights or on any 
ground on which a decree for divorce a mensa et thoro 
might have been pronounced in England immediately 
before the commencement of the Imperial A ct 20 and 21 
Victoria Chapter 85, and the provisions o f this Law 
relating to the duty of the Court on the presentation of a
petition for divorce, and the circumstances in which a 
petition shall or may be granted or dismissed, shall apply 
in like manner to a petition for judicial separation.
(2) Section 9 of the Divorce (Restitution of 
conjugal rights) Law 1914 (Law 15 of 1914) is hereby 
amended as follows :—
(i) For the expression “ two years”  which 
occurs in the seventh line of the Section 
there shall be substituted the expression 
“ three years.”
(ii) A ll the words from the word “ and,”  
inclusive, in the ninth line of the Section to 
the word “ time,”  inclusive, in the 
nineteenth line o f the Section are hereby 
repealed.
7—  (1) A  person shall not be prevented from presenting a 
petition for divorce, or the Court from pronouncing a decree 
of divorce, by reason only that the petitioner has at any 
time been granted a judicial separation upon the same or 
substantially the same facts as those proved in support o f 
the petition for divorce.
(2) On any such petition for divorce, the Court may 
treat the decree of judicial separation as sufficient proof of 
the adultery, desertion, or other ground on which it was 
granted, but the Court shall not pronounce a decree o f 
divorce without receiving evidence from the petitioner.
(3) For the purposes of any such petition for divorce, 
a period of desertion immediately preceding the institution 
of proceedings for a decree o f judicial separation shall, if 
the parties have not resumed co-habitation and the decree 
has been continuously in force since the granting thereof, 
be deemed immediately to precede the presentation of the 
petition for divorce.
8—  (1) In addition to any other grounds on which a 
marriage is by law void or voidable, a marriage shall be 
voidable on the ground—
(a) That the marriage has not been consumated owing 
to the wilful refusal o f the Respondent to 
consumate the marriage; or
The Divorce Amendment Law 1938. [No. 23.]
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(b) That either party to the marriage was at the time 
of the marriage o f unsound mind or a mental 
defective within the meaning of this section, or 
subject to recurrent fits o f insanity or epilepsy; or
(c) That the Respondent was at the time o f the
marriage suffering from venereal disease in a 
communicable form ; or
(d) That the Respondent was at the time o f the 
marriage pregnant by some person other than the 
Petitioner :
Provided that, in the cases specified in Paragraphs (b),
(c), and (d) o f this sub-section, the Court shall not grant a 
Decree unless it is satisfied—
(i) That the Petitioner was at the time of the 
marriage ignorant o f the facts alleged;
(ii) That proceedings were instituted within a 
year from the date o f the marriage; and
(iii) That marital intercourse with the consent of 
the Petitioner has not taken place since the 
discovery by the Petitioner o f the existence 
o f the grounds for a Decree;
(2) Any child born of a marriage avoided pursuant to 
paragraphs (b) or (c) o f the immediately preceding sub­
section shall be a legitimate child of the parties thereto 
notwithstanding that the marriage is so avoided.
(3) The following classes o f persons who are mentally 
defective shall be deemed to be mental defectives within the 
meaning of this section—
(a) Idiots, that is to say, persons in whose case there 
exists mental defectiveness of such a degree that 
they are unable to guard themselves against 
common physical dangers;
(b) Imbeciles, that is to say, persons in whose case there 
exists mental defectiveness which, though not 
amounting to idiocy, is yet so pronounced that they 
are incapable o f managing themselves or their 
affairs;
(c) Feeble-minded persons, that is to say, persons in
whose case there exists mental defectiveness which, 
though not amounting to imbecility, is yet so
6 ’[No. 23.] The Divorce Amendment Law 1938.
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pronounced that they require care, supervision and 
control for their own protection or for the 
protection o f others;
(d) moral defectives, that is to say, persons in whose 
case there exists mental defectiveness coupled with 
strongly vicious or criminal propensities and who 
require care, supervision and control for the 
protection o f others.
And for the purposes o f this Section “ mental defective­
ness”  means a condition o f arrested or incomplete develop­
ment o f mind existing before the age o f eighteen years, 
whether arising from inherent causes or induced by disease 
or injury.
Nothing in this Section shall be construed as 
validating any marriage which is by law void, but with 
respect to which a decree o f  nullity has not been granted.
9—  (1) Any married person who alleges that reasonable Proceedings for 
grounds exist for supposing that the other party to the sumption IIT*' 
marriage is dead may present a petition to the Court to fff| j§|  of 
have it presumed that the other party is dead and to have marriaga- 
the marriage dissolved, and the Court, i f  satisfied that
such reasonable grounds exist, may make a decree o f 
presumption o f death and o f  dissolution o f the marriage.
(2) In any such proceedings the fact that for a period 
of seven years or upwards the other party to the marriage 
has been continually absent from the petitioner, and the 
petitioner has no reason to believe that the other party has 
been living within that time, shall be evidence that he or 
she is dead until the contrary is proved.
(3) Sections 19, 20 and 24 o f  the Principal Law shall 
apply to a petition and a decree under this Section as they 
apply to a petition for divorce and a decree o f  divorce 
respectively.
10—  Section 19 o f  the Principal Law shall be amended Prevention of
by adding thereto the following sub-section :—  cation for decree
“ (2) Where a decree nisi has been obtained whether absolute- 
before or after the passing o f  this Law, and no 
application for the decree to be made absolute has been 
made by the party who obtained the decree, then, at
[No. 23.] 7
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any time after the expiration o f three months from 
the earliest date on which that party could have made 
such an application, the party against whom the 
decree nisi has been granted shall be at liberty to apply 
to the Court and the Court shall, on such application, 
have power to make the decree absolute, reverse the 
decree nisi, require further enquiry or otherwise deal 
with the case as the Court thinks fit.”
11— (1) When a petition for divorce or nullity o f 
marriage has been presented, proceedings under Section 
21, Section 27, Section 28 and Section 29 o f  the 
Principal Law (which, respectively, confer power on 
the Court to order the provision o f  alimony for securing o f 
money for the benefit o f  the children, the settlement o f  the 
w ife ’s property, and the application o f  property which is 
the subject o f marriage settlement) may, subject to and in 
accordance with rules o f  Court, be commenced at any time 
after the presentation o f  the petition :
Provided that no order under any o f  the said Sections or 
under the said sub-section (other than an interim order for 
the payment o f  alimony under Section 21) shall be made 
unless and until a decree nisi has been pronounced, and no 
such order, save in so far as it relates to the preparation, 
execution, or approval o f a deed or instrument and no 
settlement made in pursuance o f  any such order, shall take 
effect unless and until the decree is made absolute-
(2) The said Section 21 shall apply in any case where 
a petition for divorce or judicial separation is presented by 
the w ife  on the ground o f  her husband’ s insanity as i f  for 
the references to the husband there were substituted 
references to the w ife, and for the references to the w ife 
there were substituted references to the husband, and in 
any such case and in any case where a petition for divorce, 
nullity or judicial separation, is presented by the husband 
on the ground o f  his w ife ’s insanity or mental deficiency, 
the Court may order the payments o f  alimony or 
maintenance under the said Section to be made to such 
person having charge o f  the respondent as the Court may 
direct.
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(3) In  the said Section 21 there shall be inserted after 
the word “ dissolution”  and before the word “ o f ”  which 
occur in the first line o f  the Section the words “ or nullity.”
(4) The second and third paragraphs o f  the said 
Section 21 are hereby repealed and to the Section there shall 
be added the following sub-section I—
“ (2) In  any such case as aforesaid the Court may, 
if  it thinks fit, by order, either in addition to or instead 
of an order under sub-section (1) o f  this section, direct 
the husband to pay to the w ife  during the joint lives o f 
the husband and w ife  such monthly or weekly sum for her 
maintenance and support as the Court may think 
reasonable:
Provided that—
(а) i f  the husband, after any such order has been
made becomes from  any cause unable to make the 
payments, the Court may discharge or m odify 
the order, or temporarily suspend the order as to 
the whole or any part o f  the money ordered to be 
paid, and subsequently revive it wholly or in 
part as the Court thinks fit; and
(b) where the Court has made any such order as is 
mentioned in this sub-section and the Court is 
satisfied that the means o f  the husband have 
increased, the Court may i f  it thinks fit, increase 
the amount payable under the order.”
(5) In the said Section 28 there shall be inserted after 
the word “ adultery”  the words “ desertion, or cruelty.”
(б) The following sub-section shall be added to Section 
27 of the Principal Law :—
“ (2) The Court may, i f  it thinks fit, on any decree 
of divorce or nullity o f  marriage, order the husband, 
or (in the case o f  a petition for divorce by a w ife  on 
the ground o f  her husband’ s insanity) order the w ife, 
to secure for the benefit o f  the children such gross 
sum o f money or annual sum o f  money as the Court 
may deem reasonable, and the Court may for that
10 The Divorce Amendment Law 1938.
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purpose order that it shall be referred to any barrister 
or solicitor to settle and approve a proper deed or 
instrument to be executed by all necessary parties and 
may order the costs o f such instrument to be paid by 
the parties or such bf them as it sees f i t :
Provided that the term for which any sum of 
money is secured for the benefit o f  the child shall not 
extend beyond the date when the child will attain 
twenty-one years o f age.
12—  Where a w ife has been deserted by her husband, or 
where her husband has been deported from this Island 
under any Law for the time being in force relating to the 
deportation o f aliens, and the husband was immediately 
before the desertion or deportation domiciled in this Island 
or its Dependencies, the Court shall have jurisdiction for 
the purpose of any proceedings under the Principal Law, 
notwithstanding that the husband has changed his 
domicile since the desertion or deportation.
13—  This Law extends to the Turks and Caicos Islands 
and to the Cayman Islands.
14—  This Law shall not come into operation unless and 
until the Governor notifies by .Proclamation in the Gazette 
that it is His Majesty’s pleasure not to disallow the same 
and thereafter it shall come into operation on such day as 
the Governor shall notify by the same or any other 
Proclamation.
JAMAICA.
No. 24 —  1938
[L.S.]
1 assent,
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor.
18th August, 1938.
A  L A W  to make Better Provision for the Defence of 
Poor Persons Charged with any Capital Offence.
[18ifA August, 1938.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as follows :—
1—  (1) This Law may be cited as the Poor Prisoners’ short Title,
(Capital Offences) Defence Law 1938. an^ EeplaV.011
(2) In this Law the expression “ prescribed”  means 
prescribed by Rules made under this Law .
(3) The Criminal Law Further Amendment Law 1937 
is hereby repealed.
2—  (1) Where it appears to a Resident Magistrate that Legal aid before 
the means of any person charged before him with any ifesidenT6 
capital offence are insufficient to enable that person to Maglstrates-
2Defence o f poor 
persons commit* 
ted for trial for 
any capital 
offence.
obtain legal aid, the Resident Magistrate shall grant in 
respect o f that person a certificate (in this Law referred to 
as a “ legal aid certificate” ) and thereupon that person 
shall be entitled to have free legal aid in the preparation 
and conduct o f his defence before the Resident Magistrate 
and to have Counsel or Solicitor assigned to him for that 
purpose in the prescribed manner.
(2) There shall be allowed to Counsel or Solicitor 
assigned under a legal aid certificate a fee not exceeding 
£3 3s. Od. and a further fee not exceeding £3 3s. Od. for 
attendance on the accused in prison and Counsel or Solici­
tor may be allowed subject to taxation thereof by the Regis­
trar of the Supreme Court, travelling expenses actually and 
necessarily incurred and any other out of pocket expenses 
actually and reasonably incurred.
3— (1) Subject to the provisions of this Section, any 
person committed for trial for any capital offence shall be 
granted a certificate (in this Law referred to as a “ defence 
certificate” ) which shall entitle him to free legal aid in the 
preparation and conduct o f his defence at the trial and to 
have Counsel assigned to him for that purpose in the 
prescribed manner.
(2) A  defence certificate may be granted in respect of 
any person—
(a) by the committing Resident Magistrate, upon 
his being committed for trial; or
(b) by the Judge of the Court before which he is to 
be tried, at any time after reading the 
Depositions,
and such Resident Magistrate or Judge is in this Section 
referred to as the “ certifying authority.”
(3) A  defence certificate shall not be granted in 
respect o f any person unless it appears to the certifying 
authority that his means are insufficient to enable him to 
obtain such aid.
(4) There shall be allowed to Counsel assigned under 
a defence certificate—
(a) a fee not exceeding £5 5s., Od. Provided that 
the presiding Judge after the conclusion of 
the trial, may, i f  he think fit and the trial has
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3lasted more than one day, certify that the case 
was one o f exceptional length or difficulty and 
thereafter the fee may be increased to such sum 
not exceeding £10 10s. Od. as he may direct;
(b) a further fee o f £3  3s. Od. for attendance on 
accused in prison;
(c) a further fee not exceeding £3 3s. Od. for
viewing the locality o f the crime when such view 
is considered by the Court necessary and proper;
(d) where sentence o f death is pronounced by the 
Court—
(i) a further fee not exceeding £3 3s. Od. for 
advice to the convicted person as to 
whether he has any ground for appeal or 
for an application for leave to appeal and 
for drafting o f all necessary documents 
where the convicted person appeals or 
applies for leave to appeal, and
(ii) where the convicted person applies for 
leave to appeal a further fee not 
exceeding £5 5s. Od. for attendance in 
Court on the hearing o f the application. 
And Counsel may be allowed, subject to taxation thereof by 
the Registrar o f the Supreme Court, travelling expenses 
actually and necessarily incurred and any other out of 
pocket expenses actually and reasonably incurred.
4—  The Chief Justice, with the approval o f the Governor, 
may make Rules for carrying this Law into effect and such 
Rules shall in particular prescribe—
(a) the form  o f the certificates to be granted under
this L a w ;
(b) the manner in which Counsel or Solicitors are to 
be assigned in pursuance o f such certificates.
5—  Sub-section (1) o f  Section 22 o f  the Court o f Appeal 
Law 1932 (Law 9 of 1932) is hereby amended by the 
addition at the end o f the Section o f the proviso 
following
- ‘Provided always that i f  in the case o f an appeal 
against sentence o f death it shall appear to the Court
The Poor Prisoners’ (Capital Offences) Defence [No. 24.1
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Section 22 (1) of 
Court of Appeal 
L aw  1932.
4Amendment of 
Court of Appeal 
Law 1939.
that the appellant has not sufficient means to obtain 
legal aid the Court shall in all such cases assign 
Counsel to appear on behalf o f the appellant at the 
hearing o f the appeal.”
6— Section 31 o f the Court o f Appeal Law 1932 (Law 9 
of 1932) is hereby amended by the addition at the end of 
the Section o f the proviso following :—
‘ ‘Provided that an application for leave to appeal from 
sentence of death shall be heard and determined by 
the Court.”
[No. 24.] The Poor Prisoners’ (Capital Offences) Defence
Law, 1938.
JAMAICA.
No. 2 5 — 1938.
I assent,
[L.S.]
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor.
18th August, 1938.
A L A W  to Amend The Resident Magistrates Law 1927 
(Law 39 o f 1927).
[18£& August, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica as follows 9—
1— This Law may be cited as the Resident Magistrates Short Title and 
Amendment Law 1938 and shall be read and construed as con8truo lon* 
one with the Resident Magistrates Law 1927 (in this Law 
referred to as the Principal Law).
2— The Principal Law is hereby amended as follows :—  Amendment of
(1) Section 16. There shall be inserted between the Pnncipal Law- 
word “ Empire”  and the word “ shall,”  which occur in the 
last line of the Section, the following words “ or in the Law 
Officers’ Department of this Island.”
2(2) Section 24. The proviso to the Section is hereby 
repealed.
(3) Section 53. The Section is hereby repealed and in 
lieu thereof the following Section is hereby substituted :—
“ 53— Every Bailiff and every Assistant Bailiff shall 
be furnished with two receipt books, containing 
receipts according to the form in Schedule G to this 
Law, one to be used in every alternate month.
No payment shall be deemed to be valid or to 
exonerate or discharge the person making the same, 
unless a receipt has been given in the form aforesaid, 
and whenever any money is levied or paid to a Bailiff 
or Assistant Bailiff under any execution or other 
process, the Bailiff or Assistant Bailiff shall give a 
receipt for the same, and retain a carbon copy o f such 
receipt, according to the form in the said Schedule.
Any Bailiff or Assistant Bailiff neglecting or 
refusing to give or tender a receipt taken from the said 
book, or to retain a carbon copy o f such receipt in the 
said book, shall on summary conviction before the 
Resident Magistrate o f the parish forfeit and pay any 
sum not exceeding ten pounds.”
(4) Section 270 Paragraph (b). The proviso to the para­
graph is hereby repealed and the following proviso is 
hereby substituted:—
“ Provided that the jurisdiction under Sections 53 
and 54 shall extend only to cases where the sum or 
aggregate sum stolen or embezzled shall not exceed 
£ 5 .”
(5) The Schedule to this Law shall be added as 
Schedule G to the Principal Law.
[No. 25.] The Resident Magistrates Amendment Law, 1938
Abolition of the 
office o f Senior 
Assistant Clerk 
and appointment 
of Deputy Clerks 
in place of 
Senior Assistant 
Clerks.
3— Prom and after the commencement o f this Law—
(a) the Officer attached to the Resident Magistrate’s 
Court, Kingston, and known as the “ Senior 
Assistant and Deputy Clerk”  shall be known as 
and styled “ Deputy Clerk” ;
(b) the office o f Senior Assistant Clerk is hereby 
abolished, and notwithstanding anything con­
tained in the Principal Law the Governor may 
appoint to the Resident Magistrate’s Court for
3the parish o f Kingston, in addition to the Deputy 
Clerk appointed to that Court under Section 25 of 
the Principal Law, three Deputy Clerks of Courts 
who shall receive salaries at a rate not exceeding 
£350 per annum and who shall for all purposes be 
deemed to be persons appointed under Section 25 
of the Principal Law. Unless and until such 
appointments are made the persons who are at the 
commencement of this Law employed as Senior 
Assistant Clerks in the said Court shall be deemed 
to be persons appointed under this section.
The Resident Magistrates Amendment Law, 1938. [No. 25.]
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JAMAICA.
No 26— 1938.
I reserve this Law for the signification of His Majesty’s pleasure.
[L.S. 1
C. C. W o o l l e y ,
Acting Governor. 
18th August, 1938.
A  LAW  to Abolish the Office of Director of the Railway 
and to Provide for the Appointment of a General 
Manager of the Jamaica Government Railway.
[ The date o f any Proclamation issued by 
the Governor bringing the L aw  into operation.
TV /H E R E A S it is desirable to abolish the office of Preamble. 
v Director of the Railway, and to replace the Director 
of the Railway by an Officer to be styled the General 
Manager of the Railway.
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follow s:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Jamaica Government short Title. 
Railway Manager’s Law 1938.
2—  Section 2 of Law 34 of 1899 is hereby repealed and Repeal of
in lieu thereof the following Section is hereby sub- lTw^  o fiW  
stituted:—
TNo 26 1 The Jamaica Government Railway Manager’ s 
L ' Law, 1938.
“ 2. It shall be lawful for the Governor to appoint 
to hold office during his pleasure such person as he 
thinks fit to be General Manager of the Railway to 
control and manage the same. Such General 
Manager shall as long as he shall hold office possess 
all the rights, powers and privileges for carrying on 
the said Railway as are by Law vested in the 
Governor: Provided that all acts of such General 
Manager shall be subject to the approval or disallow­
ance of the Governor, and provided further that in all 
matters where the Jamaica Government Railway 
Company requires the sanction of the Governor in 
Privy Council, the Governor in Privy Council may 
under this Law do whatever by or under Law 12 of 
1889 he might have sanctioned.”
3— Wherever in any A ct or Law the expression or title 
“ Director of the Railway”  occurs there shall be 
substituted therefor the expression or title “ General 
Manager o f the Railway,”  and a reference in any other 
A ct or Law or in any Rule, Regulation, Bye-Law or 
Document to “ Director o f  the Railway,”  shall where the 
context admits, be construed to be a reference to “ General 
Manager o f the Railway. ’ ’
Commencement. 4— This Law shall come into operation on such day as
the Governor shall appoint in that behalf by Proclamation
Substitution of 
expression 
General 
Manager of 
R ailway”  for 
‘ ‘Director of 
Railw ay”
JAMAICA.
No 2 7 -1 9 3 8
I assent,
[ L . S . ]
C. C. W oolley,
Acting Governor.
18th August, 1938.
A  L A W  to Permit the Granting o f Temporary Licences 
for the Operation of the Tramways System in the 
Corporate Area of Kingston and St. Andrew.
H EREAS an extension of the “ Kingston and St. Preamble.
Andrew Tramways Licence 1897”  granted to the 
holders thereof, the Jamaica Public Service Company 
Limited, under the provisions of the Tramways Law 1895, 
and other statutory provisions relating thereto, on the 
twenty-second day o f March. 1937. expires on the tenth day 
of February, 1939, and Whereas the said Company has not 
applied for a further extension o f the said Licence, and 
Whereas it is desirable in the public interest to permit the 
operation o f the Tramways system in the Corporate Area 
of Kingston and St. Andrew after the termination of the 
Licence pending the granting of a Licence or Licences to 
operate motor bus or other transport services in the 
Corporate Area of Kingston and St. Andrew to take the 
place of the Tramways Service :—
[18£/i August, 1938.]
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council o f  
Jamaica as follows :—
Short Title. 1 — This Law may be cited as the Tramways Temporary
Licences Law 1938.
2 [No. 27.] The Tramways Temporary Licences Law, 1938.
interpret#- 2— In this Law, unless the context otherwise requires,
tlon' “ Corporate Area”  means the area defined and described in
the First Schedule to Law 12 of 1931.
Power to 3— Notwithstanding anything contained in the Tramways
^nTn°em-° Law 1895 (Law 27 of 1895), and any Law amending the 
porary licence. samej shall be lawful for the Governor in Privy Council 
to grant Temporary Licences to permit the operation of the 
Tramways system in the Corporate Area, or any portion or 
portions thereof, upon such terms and conditions and for 
such period or periods as the Governor in Privy Council 
shall determine.
Certain acts 4— Without in any way restricting the generality o f the
£fcenceCdgranted provisions of the preceding Section it shall be lawful for the 
j?™m' Governor in Privy Council by such Temporary Licence or 
1895- Licences to permit the Licensee or Licensees to do all or any
of the acts authorised by the Tramways Law, 1895, and any 
Laws amending the same, and by any Rule, Regulation or 
bye-law made thereunder.
Application of 1— The provisions of Sections 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 
rf f^ramwayT8 42, 43, 44. 45, 46 as amended by Section 3 o f Law 29 o f 
Law 1896. 1909, 47 as amended by Section 4 of Law 29 of 1909, 48
and 49 of the Tramways Law 1895 shall be in force and 
apply with relation to any Temporary Licence or Licences 
granted under this Law as if  the same had been granted 
under the provisions o f the Tramways Law 1895, and any 
Laws amending the same.
JAMAICA.
No. 28— 1938.
I assent,
[ I .S . j
C. C. W oolley,
Acting Governor.
18th August, 1938.
Cable and Wireless (West Indies) Limited, Transfer 
Law, 1938.
Ip S #  August, 1938.]
"W 7H EBEAS by Law 31 of 1868, Law 33 o f 1870 and Law Preamble.
5 of 1878 certain rights, powers, authorities and 
privileges were granted to and conferred on the West India 
and Panama Telegraph Company, Limited, a Company 
duly incorporated according to the Laws o f England, 
subject to the restrictions, obligations and provisions in the 
said Laws contained, for the purpose o f connecting by means 
of telegraphic wires and cables, the Island o f Jamaica with 
certain places abroad including other West India Islands 
and for maintaining the said wires and cables.
A nd W hereas by Law 29 o f 1936 (as amended by Law 30 
of 1936) all the rights, powers, authorities and privileges 
granted to the Direct West India Cable Company 
Limited, a Company duly incorporated according to the
Short Title.
Transfer to 
Cable and 
Wireless (West 
Indies) Limited.
[No. 28.] Cable and Wireless ( W est Indies) Limited,
Transfer Law, 1938.
Laws of England, by Law 16 of 1898 (as amended by Law 
29 of 1899) and as further amended and extended by Law 7 
of 1922 were granted and transferred to the said West India 
and Panama Telegraph Company Limited subject to all the 
restrictions, obligations and conditions as are set forth and 
contained in the said Laws and to the due performance 
thereof by the West India and Panama Telegraph Company 
Limited as if  the West India and Panama Telegraph 
Company Limited had been the Direct West India Cable 
Company Limited named and mentioned in the said Laws 
and as if  the said Laws were incorporated in that Law.
A nd W hereas the West India and Panama Telegraph 
Company Limited has in accordance with the provisions of 
the Companies Consolidation Acts o f England by Special 
Resolution passed on the 23rd day o f February, 1938, duly 
changed its name to that o f Cable and Wireless (West 
Indies) Limited and the Certificate of such change of name 
to Cable and Wireless (West Indies) Limited has been 
issued by the Registrar of Companies England and certified 
copies o f such Resolution and Certificate have been recorded 
in the Island Record Office o f Jamaica.
Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as Cable and Wireless (West 
Indies) Limited, Transfer Law, 1938.
2—  From and after the passing o f this Law all the rights 
powers authorities and privileges expressed to be granted 
to the West India and Panama Telegraph Company 
Limited by Law 31 of 1868, Law 33 of 1870, Law 5 o f 1878, 
and Law 29 o f 1936 (as amended by Law 30 o f 1936) are 
hereby granted and transferred to and conferred on Cable 
and Wireless (West Indies) Limited subject to all the 
restrictions obligations and conditions as are set forth and 
contained in the said Laws and to the due performance 
thereof at all times by Cable and Wireless (West Indies) 
Limited as if  Cable and Wireless (West Indies) Limited 
had been the West India and Panama Telegraph 
Company Limited named and mentioned in the said Laws 
and as if  the said Laws were incorporated in this Law.
JAMAICA.
No. 29— 1938.
I assent,
[L.S.]
C. C. W o o l l e y , 
Acting Governor. 
18th August, 1938
A LA W  to amend the Agricultural Loan Societies Law,
1912 (Law 6 o f 1912).
[18tf h August, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
o f Jamaica as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Agricultural Loan short Title and 
Societies Law, 1912, Amendment Law 1938, and shall be Con8trnctlon- 
read and construed as one with the Agricultural Loan 
Societies Law 1912 (Law 6 of 1912) in this Law referred
to as the Principal Law.
2—  In this Law, unless the context otherwise requires—  Definition of 
“ Agricultural Loan Society”  means a Society which out t,fanUs<Sety. 
of its funds makes loans to members for the development, 
maintenance or improvement of their lands or buildings
or the acquisition thereof o,nd the discharge of liabilities
Consent of 
Board to 
registration 
necessary.
Loans to a 
Society by the 
Board.
Bates of 
interest.
Beserve Fond.
Loans to a 
new Society.
Loan to an 
individual 
exceeding £200.
incurred in respect of such development, maintenance, 
improvement or acquisition, and for such other purposes 
as may be specified by the Agricultural Loan Society with 
the approval of the Board.
3— No Agricultural Loan Society shall be registered 
under the Industrial and Provident Societies Law, 1902 
(Law 33 of 1902), unless the consent of the Board to such 
registration shall be first had and obtained.
[No. 29.] The Agricultural Loan Societies Law, 1912,
Amendment Law, 1938.
4— The Board may, at the request of an Agricultural 
Loan Society, grant to such Society from any fund which 
the Legislative Council may from time to time by 
resolution assign for the purpose, loans to a total amount 
not exceeding two-thirds o f the issued share capital or twice 
the amount o f the paid-up capital o f such Society, or such 
an amount as the Governor in Privy Council may approve, 
on such security as the Board may require and 
such loans shall be used for the purposes of the Society 
or as may be directed by the Board, and shall carry 
interest at such rate as the Governor shall approve: 
Provided, however, that the Board may in making loans 
to an Agricultural Loan Society, increase the interest to 
a rate not exceeding one per cent, per annum over the 
rate approved by the Governor, such excess to be held by 
the Treasurer as a reserve fund to meet possible losses.
5— The Board may make loans not exceeding in the 
aggregate the sum o f five hundred pounds to an 
Agricultural Loan Society which has been established 
within eighteen months of the date of the application for 
such loan on such terms and security as the Board may 
determine.
6— An Agricultural Loan Society to which the Board 
has advanced money on loan, may, with the approval of 
the Board and on such terms as the Board shall approve, 
make loans to individual shareholders in excess of two 
hundred pounds.
37—  No fee shall be demanded or paid for recording any 
mortgage deed or for registering any mortgage under the 
Registration of Titles Law made by an Agricultural Loan 
Society to the Board or by a borrower from an 
Agricultural Loan Society or in respect of discharges of 
such mortgages or in respect o f the forms of receipt made 
in pursuance of the Principal Law or the Agricultural 
Societies (Special Loans) Law, 1936.
8—  Section 6 (as amended by Section 2 of Law 26 of 
1920), and Section 10 (2) of the Agricultural Loan 
Societies Law, 1912 (Law 6 of 1912) are hereby repealed.
The Agricultural Loan Societies Law, 1912, [No. 29.]
Amendment Law, 1938.
Exemption 
from payment 
of fees for 
recording or 
registering 
mortgages, etc.
Repeal of 
Sections 6 and 
10 (2) of Law 
6 of 1912.

JAMAICA.
No. 30— 1938.
I assent,
[L .S .]
A . F. R ic h a r d s ,
Governor.
19th December, 1938.
A L A W  to Amend the Sugar Industry Control Law, 1937 
(Law 43 o f 1937).
[22nd December, 1938.]
BE it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of Jamaica as fo llow s:—
1— This Law may be cited as the Sugar Industry Control Short title and 
Amendment Law, 1938 and shall be read and construed as Con8tructIon- 
one with the Sugar Industry Control Law, 1937 (Law 43 of 
1937), in this Law referred to as the Principal Law.
* 2— The Principal Law is hereby amended as follows :—  Amendment of 
(1) Section 2---  - Principal Law.
(a) The definition “ Island Quota”  is hereby 
repealed and in lieu thereof the following 
definition is hereby substituted :—
2 The Sugar Industry Control Amendment Law, 1938.[No. 30.]
“ Island Quota”  means the total number of 
tons o f sugar permitted to be exported from 
the Island in a quota period and to be made 
available in a quota period for consumption 
in the Island by virtue o f  an Order made 
under Part I I I  o f  this Law.
(b) The definition “ Island Export Quota,”
“ Island Local Consumption Quota”  and 
“ Island Reserve Quota”  is hereby repealed 
and in lieu thereof the following definition is 
hereby substituted:—
“ Island Export Quota”  and “ Island Local 
Consumption Quota”  mean respectively such 
proportion, stated in tons, o f  the Island 
quota, permitted to be exported, or to be made 
available for local consumption by virtue o f an 
Order made under Part I I I  o f this Law.
(c) The definition “ Sugar”  is hereby repealed and
in lieu thereof the following definition is 
hereby substituted :—
“ Sugar”  means sugar in any o f  its commer­
cial forms except the products known as wet 
sugar and final molasses, and includes beet 
and any other sugar, and such products o f  the 
sugar cane, except wet sugar and final 
molasses, which the Governor by Order in 
Privy Council may from  time to time declare 
to be sugar for the purposes o f  this Law.
(d) To the section and at the end thereof there 
shall be added the following definitions :—
“ Island Reserve”  means any sugar 
intended for export manufactured or on hand 
in excess o f  the Island quota.
“ The Island Muscovado Sugar Quota”  
means the total number o f  tons o f  muscovado 
sugar permitted to be manufactured in a 
quota period.
(2) Section 3—
(a) Sub-section (1) Paragraph (a). In the said 
paragraph after the word “ manufacturer”
3which occurs in the first line o f the paragraph 
there shall be inserted the following words :—
‘ ‘or cane farmer. ’ 5
(b) Sub-section (1) Paragraph (c). In the said 
paragraph the word “ quota”  which occurs in 
the eighth line o f the said paragraph is hereby 
deleted.
(3) Section 9. The Section is hereby repealed and in 
lieu thereof the following Section is hereby substituted :—
“ 9— (1) The Governor may by Order, in Privy Council rsiand Quotas, 
published in the Gazette fix—
(a) the Island quota;
(b) the Island export quota ;
(c) the Island local consumption quota;
(d) the Island muscovado sugar quota;
for any quota period specified in the order.
(2) The Governor may by like order fix the 
maximum aggregate quantity o f the Island Reserve 
which may be kept in stock in the Island during any 
Quota Period specified in the order provided, however, 
that such maximum aggregate quantity shall not exceed 
one-third o f the Island Quota for the relevant ■ Quota 
Period.
(3) The Governor may at any time by like order 
vary any such quota or the maximum aggregate quantity 
of the Island Reserve fixed as aforesaid and revoke or 
amend any such order previously made.”
(4) Section 13, Sub-section (2). The words “ to 
manufacture sugar at that factory”  which occur in the 
sixth line of the sub-section are hereby deleted and in lieu 
thereof the following words are hereby substituted
“ as hereinafter provided.”
(5) Section 14—
(a) Sub-section (1) is hereby repealed and in lieu 
thereof the following sub-section is hereby 
substituted:—
“ (1) Application for a Quota licence, or 
for an Export licence, shall be made to the 
Control Board which may, in its absolute 
discretion, issue or refuse to issue a licence 
o f either class.”
The Sugar Industry Control Amendment Law, 1938. [Noi 30.]
4(b) Sub-section (3) o f the section is hereby repealed 
and in lieu thereof the following sub-section 
is hereby substituted :—
“ (3) A  quota licence shall fix the total 
number o f tons o f sugar which the manu­
facturer is permitted to export and make 
available for local consumption under the 
licence (in this Law referred to as 
“ manufacturer’s quota” ) and shall fix in 
tons the several proportions o f the manu­
facturer’ s quota which the manufacturer is 
permitted to export and to make available 
for local consumption, (in this Law referred 
to respectively as “ manufacturer’s export 
quota”  and “ manufacturer’s local con­
sumption quota” ). Provided, however, 
that the manufacturer’s export and local 
consumption quotas fixed by quota licences 
shall be so fixed as to ensure that each 
manufacturer shall in each quota period be 
allotted the same proportion o f his manu­
facturer’s quota as manufacturer’s export 
and local consumption quotas, as is allotted 
to every other m anufacturer: Provided 
further that in the case o f a quota licence 
for the manufacturer o f muscovado sugar 
the only quota which the licence shall fix 
shall be the manufacturer’s quota and the 
sugar manufactured thereunder shall be 
available for local consumption only.”
(c) Sub-section (5) o f the section is hereby
repealed.
(d) Sub-sections (6), (7) and (8) o f the section are 
hereby re-numbered (5), (6) and (7) respec­
tively.
(e) Immediately after Sub-section (7) there shall
be added the following sub-section :—
“ (8) Notwithstanding anything in this 
Law contained the Control Board may issue 
an Export Licence in respect o f  any reserve 
quota sugar manufactured during the 
quota period 1937-38.”
[No. 30. J The Sugar Industry Control Amendment Law, 1938.
5(6) Section 15. The proviso to the section is hereby 
repealed and in lieu thereof the follow ing proviso is here­
by substituted:—
“ Provided always that the aggregate o f  all such 
deductions shall not exceed 1,500 tons o f  sugar in any 
quota period.”
(7) Section 16. The section is hereby repealed and in 
lieu thereof the following section is hereby substituted :—
“ Section 16 (1). I t  shall be lawful for a
Manufacturer to hold as part o f  the Island Reserve 
such stocks o f Sugar in excess o f  the amount named in 
the Quota Licence issued to such manufacturer as the 
Control Board may from  time to time, in writing, 
approve.
(2) The Control Board in approving 
such quantities shall have due regard to the Island 
Reserve as fixed by the Governor by Order in Privy 
Council as provided in Section 9 (2) hereof, so that the 
aggregate o f the approved quantities held in stock as 
the Island Reserve shall not exceed the amount o f the 
Island Reserve so fixed.”
(8) Section 18. Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) o f  Sub­
section (1) o f  the section are hereby repealed and in lieu 
thereof the follow ing paragraphs are hereby substituted :—
“ (a) not being the holder o f  a quota licence, 
manufactures sugar, or
(b) not being the holder o f  an export licence, exports
sugar, or
(c) being the holder o f  a quota licence
(i) makes available for  local consumption any 
sugar in excess o f  the manufacturer’s local
C SSO a
consumption quota fixed by his licence, or in 
contravention o f  the provisions o f Part IV  o f 
this Law  or Regulations made under that 
Part o f this Law.
(ii) holds as part o f  the Island Reserve any stocks 
o f  sugar in excess o f the amount which the 
Control Board shall for the time being have 
approved, in writing, for such holder in 
pursuance o f  Section 16 o f this Law.
(iii) refuses or fails to accept deliveries o f  cane 
farmers’ canes in contravention o f the condi­
tions attached to his licence, or”
The Sugar Industry Control Amendment Law, 1938. [No. 30.]
Island
Reserve
Quota.
6(9) Section 21. Sub-section (3). The figure “ (iv)”  
which occurs in the twelfth line of the sub-section is hereby 
deleted and in lieu thereof the following figure is hereby 
substituted:—BWH . ■■■■■■■■I
(10) Section 23. Sub-sections (3) and (4) o f the section 
are hereby repealed and in lieu thereof the following sub­
sections are hereby substituted :—
“ (3) Whenever the Governor shall declare by Order 
in Privy Council published in the Gazette that from a 
date to be specified in the Order no cane farmers’ 
canes shall be delivered at a Factory except under a 
cane farmer’s licence the Control Board shall issue 
such cane farmer’s licence to each Registered Cane 
Farmer in such manner and for such quantity of canes 
as is hereinafter provided.
(4) The cane farmer’ s licence shall be in the pre­
scribed form, shall be issued in respect of the quota 
period specified in the licence, shall authorize delivery 
of canes to that factory only, specified in the licence, 
shall fix the quantity of canes which may be delivered 
under the licence, shall endure only so long as that 
quota period endures and there shall be attached to the 
licence such conditions as may be prescribed: 
Provided—
(a) that the quantities fixed by such licence shall 
be calculated on such basis and in accordance 
with such directions as may be prescribed;
(b) that in fixing the quantity in a cane farmer’s 
licence the quantity shall be so fixed as to 
ensure that the basic quantity of cane which 
a cane farmer is entitled to deliver shall be 
the same proportion o f his deliveries during 
the Quota Period 1st September, 1937 to 31st 
August, 1938 as the Island Quota for the 
Quota Period in respect o f which the licence 
is issued shall bear to the Island Quota for the 
Quota Period 1st September, 1937 to 31st 
August, 1938, and so as to confer on a cane 
farmer the right to deliver excess canes 
additional to his basic quantity up to one- 
third of such basic quantity; such excess
[No. 30.] The Sugar Industry Control Amendment Law, 1938.
7canes, however, shall be a first charge against 
the basic quantity for which he will be 
licensed in the ensuing Quota Period unless 
during the Quota Period for which the 
Licence is issued the Island Export Quota 
shall be increased by Order o f the Governor 
in Privy Council, in which case his Basic 
Quantity shall be increased in proportion to 
the increase in the Island Export Quota and 
his excess canes decreased correspondingly;
(c) that a person who acquires by purchase, lease,
operation of law or otherwise the whole or any 
part o f a cane cultivation from a registered 
cane farmer subsequent to the reaping o f the 
1937-38 crop shall upon his becoming 
registered be licensed as i f  he and not the 
original owner o f the cultivation had made 
delivery of the cane reaped during that crop ;
(d) that where a portion only o f a cane cultivation 
has been acquired by purchase, lease, opera­
tion of law or otherwise licences shall be 
issued for such quantities as may be 
determined by the Control Board in such 
manner, however, that the total amount of 
canes deliverable under the licences shall not 
exceed the quantity o f  canes which the 
original owner would have been licensed to 
deliver.”
(11) Section 35. The words “ subject to the several 
manufacturers’ reserve quotas”  which occur in the tenth 
and eleventh lines o f the section are hereby deleted and in 
lieu therof the following words are herby substituted :—
“ which the several manufacturers are respectively 
entitled to hold as part o f  the Island Reserve.
(12) Section 36. The words “ from the cane farmer”  
which occur in the twelfth line o f the section are hereby 
deleted and in lieu thereof the following words are hereby 
substituted:—
“ grown on the land in respect o f which the agree-
| ment
(13) The Second Schedule is hereby repealed and the 
Schedule to this Law substituted in lieu thereof.
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F orm of Quota L icence.
A.B. is hereby licensed in respect of................................... ..............
Factory, subject to the prescribed conditions during the period fixed 
under Section 9 of the Sugar Industry Control Law 1937 as the quota
period................................................... subject to such licences, conditions
or regulations as may be required, prescribed or made under the 
provisions of the Sugar Industry Control Law 1937, during the Said
quota period to dispose of...................tons of (S tdte nature sugar)
Sugar as follows: —
(a) to export............................... tons of vacuum pan sugar.
(b) to make available for local consumption............................... tons
of (S tate nature sugar).
This licence is issued subject to the further following conditions: —
When an order has been made under Section 23 of The Sugar 
Industry Control Law 1937, A.B. shall, subject to such conditions as 
may be prescribed, accept all supplies of canes specified in a cane 
farmer’s licence, which are of the usual varieties, standard and quality 
of Jamaica cane farmers’ canes free from tops, dirt and trash, delivered 
at the abovementioned Factory during the said Quota Period by a cane 
farmer who is registered at the Factory.
This licence shall endure from the date hereof until the expiration
of the quota period..................[....................fixed under Section 9 of The
Sugar Industry Control Law 1937.
Dated this..............................day of....................................................19....
Signed............ ............ .. ......................
Chairman of the Sugar Control Board.
F orm of E xport L icence.
A.B. is hereby licensed, subject to the prescribed conditions, during 
the period fixed under Section 9 of the Sugar Industry Control Law
1937 as the quota period....................................... to export....................... ..J
tons of vacuum pan sugar.
Dated the......................... day o f........... . , . , .................. ... ............19__ J
Signed....... ....  ...... ........ ...................... . . .HH
Chairman of the Sugar Control Board.
F orm of E ndorsement on Transfer of Export L icence.
This Licence is hereby transferred to A .B ., or (where the licence
is only partially transferred) licence to export....................... tons of sugar
under this licence is hereby transferred to A.B.
Signed.............................. ....
Chairman of the Sugar Control Board.
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JAMAICA.
No. 3 1 - 4 9 3 8 .
I assent,
[L.S.j
A. F. R ic h a r d s ,
Governor.
19th December, 1938.
A L A W  to make provision for the Fixing of Minimum
Wages.
[22nd December, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
■ o f Jamaica, as follows
1— This Law may be cited as The Minimum Wage Law, short Title. 
1938.
2— In this Law unless the context otherwise requires interpretation 
the term “ minimum wage”  means the minimum rate of 
wages fixed as hereinafter provided in respect of the 
particular occupation followed by the person concerned 
and applicable to that person.
2 The Minimum Wage Law, 1938.
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3—  (1) The Governor in Privy Council may by Pro­
clamation published in the Gazette fix minimum rates of 
wages for any occupation in the Island either generally or 
in any specified area, place or district in any case in 
which he is satisfied that the wages being paid to any 
persons employed in any such occupation are unreason­
ably low.
(2) The Governor in Privy Council may by Pro­
clamation vary or cancel a minimum wage.
(3) Any minimum wage fixed as aforesaid or the 
cancellation or variation of any such wage shall become 
effective as from the date specified in that behalf in the 
Proclamation.
4—  (1) The Governor in Privy Council may where he 
considers it advisable appoint Advisory Boards to 
consider the wages paid for any occupation.
(2) The Governor in Privy Council may make 
Regulations as to the constitution, appointment, powers 
and duties of Advisory Boards.
5—  (1) Where any minimum wage has been fixed by the 
Governor in Privy Council under this Law an employer 
shall in cases to which the minimum wage is applicable 
pay wages to the person employed at not less than the 
minimum wage and if he fails so to do shall be liable 
on summary conviction before a Resident Magistrate in 
respect of each offence to a penalty not exceeding Twenty 
Pounds, and to an additional penalty not exceeding Five 
Pounds for each day on which the offence is continued 
after conviction therefor.
(2) On the conviction of an employer under the 
provisions of the preceding sub-section the Court may by 
the conviction adjudge the employer convicted to pay in 
addition to any penalty such sum as appears to the Court 
to be due to the person employed on account of wages, 
calculated on the basis of the minimum wage: Provided 
that the power to order the payment of wages under this 
Sub-section shall'not be in derogation of any right of the 
person employed to recover wages by any other pro­
ceedings.
[No. 31.]
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6—  (1) Where an employer has been convicted under 
Section 5 for failing to pay wages at not less than the 
minimum wage to any worker, then, if notice of intention 
so to do has been served within three days next before the 
hearing of the information or complaint, evidence may 
be given of any failure on the part of the employer to pay 
wages at not less than the minimum wage to that worker 
at any time subsequent to the coming into operation of the 
minimum wage and within the two years immediately 
preceding the date on which the information or complaint 
was laid, and on proof of the failure the Court may order 
the employer to pay such sum as in the opinion of the 
Court represents the difference between the amount which 
having regard to the provisions of this Law ought 
properly to have been paid to the worker by way of wages 
during those years and the amount actually so paid.
(2) Where it appears to the Attorney General that 
any sum is due by an employer to a worker by reason of 
the fact that wages have been paid to that worker at less 
than the minimum wage applicable, and that it is not 
possible to recover the sum so appearing to be due, or 
some part of that sum, by means o f proceedings under 
Section 5 the Attorney General may, if it appears 
expedient so to do by reason of the refusal or neglect of 
the worker to take the necessary proceedings, on behalf 
of and in the name of the worker institute civil pro­
ceedings before a Court of competent jurisdiction for the 
recovery o f the said sum : Provided always that the Court 
before which any such civil proceedings are instituted shall 
have the same power to make an order for the payment 
of costs by the Attorney General as if the Attorney 
General were a party to the proceedings.
7—  (1) W here an offence for which an employer is by 
virtue of this Law liable to a penalty has in fact been 
committed by some agent o f the employer or other person, 
that agent or other person shall be liable to be proceeded 
against for the offence in the same manner as if he were 
the employer, and either together with, or before or after 
the conviction of the employer and shall be liable on con­
viction to the same punishment as that to which the 
employer is liable.
[No. 31.]
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(2) Where tlhe employer who is charged with an 
offence against this Law proves to the satisfaction of the 
Court that he has used due diligence to enforce the 
execution of this Law, and that the offence was in fact 
committed by his agent or some other person without his 
knowledge, consent, or connivance, he shall, in the event 
of the conviction of that agent or other person for the 
offence, be exempt from any penalty in respect of the 
offence, without prejudice, however, to the power of the 
Court under this Law to adjudge him to pay any sum 
which appears to the Court to be due to the person 
employed on account of wages.
(3) Where the immediate employer of any worker 
to whom a minimum wage applies is himself in the 
employment of some other person and that worker is 
employed on the premises of that other person that other 
person shall for the purpose of the provisions of this Law 
relating to the penalty for not paying wages in accordance 
with the minimum wage be deemed to be an employer of 
the worker jointly with the immediate employer.
[No. 31.]
8— (1) Where a worker in any trade being a person to 
whom a minimum wage fixed under this Law applies is 
an apprentice or learner it shall not be lawful for his 
employer to receive directly or indirectly from him or on 
his behalf or on his account any payment by way of 
premium: Provided that nothing in the foregoing 
provisions shall apply to any such payment duly made 
in pursuance of any instrument of apprenticeship 
executed not later than four weeks after the commence­
ment of the employment.
(2) If any employer acts in contravention of the 
provisions of Sub-section (1) of this section he shall be 
liable on summary conviction before a Resident Magis­
trate in respect, of each offence to a penalty not exceeding 
Twenty Pounds, and the Court may by the conviction in 
addition to imposing a penalty adjudge him to pay to the 
worker or other person by whom the payment was made 
the sum improperly received by way of premium.
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9— Any shop-keeper, dealer or trader who by way ot 
trade makes any arrangements express or implied with 
any worker in pursuance of which the worker performs 
any work for which a minimum wage has been fixed 
under this Law shall be deemed for the purpose of this 
Law to be the employer of the worker and the net 
remuneration obtainable by the worker in respect of the 
work after allowing for his necessary expenditure in 
connection with the work shall be deemed to be wages.
[No. 31.]
10—  On any prosecution of a person for failing to pay 
wages at not less than the minimum wage, it shall lie on 
that person to prove that he has not paid wages at less 
than the minimum wage.
11—  It shall be the duty of every employer in an occupa­
tion to which a minimum wage is applicable, to keep such 
records o f wages as are necessary to show that the provisions 
of this Law are being complied with with respect to 
persons in his employment, and if he fails so to do he shall 
be liable on summary conviction before a Resident 
Magistrate in respect of each offence to a penalty not 
exceeding Five Pounds, and also to an additional penalty 
of Two Pounds for each day during which tihe omission 
continues after conviction.
12—  (1) The Governor in Privy Council may appoint 
such Officers as he may think necessary for the purpose of 
investigating any complaints and otherwise securing the 
proper observance o f the provisions o f this Law.
(2) Any such Officer shall have power to enter at any 
time during business hours upon the premises of an 
employer in an occupation to which a minimum wage is 
applicable and to require the production o f wage sheets or 
other record of wages by any such employer and to inspect 
and examine same and copy any material part thereof.
(3) I f  any person hinders or molests any Officer in 
the exercise of the powers given by this Section or fails or 
refuses to produce any wage sheet or any other record of 
wages that person shall be liable on summary conviction
Prevention 
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before a Resident Magistrate in respect o f each offence to a 
penalty not exceeding £5 ; and i f  any person makes or causes 
to be made or knowingly allows to be made any wages sheet 
or record of wages or record of payments which is false in 
any material particular or produces or causes to be 
produced or knowingly allows to be produced any such sheet 
or record to any Officer acting in the exercise of the powers 
given by this Section, knowing the same to be false, he shall 
be liable on summary conviction before a Resident 
Magistrate to a penalty not exceeding Twenty Pounds, or 
to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a term 
not exceeding three months.
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JAMAICA.
No. 32.....1938.
1 assent,
[L .S .]
A . F. R ic h a r d s ,
Governor.
19th December, 1938.
A  LA W  to amend the Income Tax Amendment Law, 1938, 
(Law 15 of 1938).
[22nd December, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica, as follows :—
1— This Law may be cited as The Income Tax Further short Title and 
Amendment Law, 1938, and the Income Tax Law, 1919, Construction. 
(Law 24 of 1919), hereinafter referred to as the Principal 
Law, the Income Tax Amendment Law, 1920, (Law 39 of 
1920), the Income Tax Amendment Law, 1920, (No. 2).
(Law 50 o f 1920), the Income Tax Amendment Law, 1921,
(Law 21 o f 1921), the Income Tax Further Amendment 
Law, 1928, (Law 7 o f 1928), the Income Tax Amendment 
Law, 1928, (Law 21 of 1928), the Income Tax Amendment 
Law, 1938, (Law 15 of 1938), and this Law shall be read 
and construed as one and may together be cited as the 
Income Tax Laws 1919 to 1938.
2Eepeal of 
Sections 5 and 
6 of L aw  15 
o f 1938 and 
substitution 
of new Section 
therefor.
2— Sections 5 and 6 of the Income Tax Amendment Law, 
1938, (Law 15 of 1938) are hereby repealed and in place 
thereof the following Section is hereby substituted :—
“ 5— (l) This Law shall be deemed to have come 
into operation on the First day o f January One 
thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight, and the tax 
hereby imposed shall be assessed in the year One 
thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight in respect 
o f :—
(a) incomes wholly derived or received during the 
year One thousand nine hundred and thirty- 
seven, and
(b) income derived or received by any person whose 
financial year commenced at any time in the 
year One thousand nine hundred and thirty-six 
and terminated at any time in the year One 
thousand nine hundred and thirty-seven,
and shall thereafter be assessed in every year in the 
manner provided by Section 14 of the Principal Law.
(2) For the purpose o f this Section “ Financial 
Year”  means the period of twelve months for which 
the accounts of any person are made up.”
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JAMAICA.
No. 33—-1938.
I assent.
[L .S .]
A . F. R ic h a r d s ,
Governor.
19th December, 1938.
A  L A W  to Amend the Emergency Powers Law, 1938, 
(Law 9 o f 1938).
\2!2nd- December, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica, as follows :—
1— This Law may be cited as The Emergency Powers short title 
Amendment Law, 1938, and shall be read and construed as c"*8tructiolI 
one with The Emergency Powers Law, 1938 (Law 9 of 
1938), in this Law referred to as the Principal Law.
2— Section 4 of the Principal Law is hereby repealed. Repeal of 
Section 4 of 
Principal 
Law.

JAMAICA.
No. 34— 1938.
I reserve this Law for the signification of His Majesty’s pleasure.
[L .S .]
A . F. R i c h a r d s ,
Governor.
19th December, 1938.
A  L A W  to safeguard the Pensionable rights o f Alexander 
William George Herder Grantham during the period he 
was employed as additional Colonial Secretary, Jamaica.
[The day o f the date o f any Proclamation notifying that v H is M ajesty w ill not exercise his power o f disallowance. J
V ^ H E R E A S  the following Resolution Preamble.
“ That with reference to His Excellency’s Address to 
Council on the 28th June, 1938, this Council approves of 
the temporary appointment o f an ■ additional Colonial 
Secretary from the 29th August, 1938, until such date as 
the transfer o f the Colonial Secretary to Nigeria takes 
effect and of the payment from General Revenue to Mr. A. 
W. Grantham while employed in that capacity of salary at 
the rate o f £1,500 per annum plus house allowance at the 
rate of £250 per annum during such period as Government 
quarters are not available; and further .that this Council 
approves o f the necessary steps being taken to safeguard 
Mr. Grantham’s pensionable rights during the period in 
which he is employed as additional Colonial Secretary, 
Jamaica” ,
2 [No. 34.] The Pension Safeguarding (Alexander William George 
H erder Grantham) Law, 1938.
was passed by the Council on the Twenty-ninth day of June, 
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight.
B e  i t  E n a c t e d  b y  the Governor and Legislative Council 
of Jamaica as follows
Short title 1— This Law may be cited as The Pension Safeguarding 
(Alexander William George Herder Grantham) Law, 1938.
Pension. 2 — Notwithstanding anything in any Law contained the 
said Alexander William George Herder Grantham shall be 
deemed to have been the holder of a pensionable office 
during the period o f his employment as additional 
Colonial Secretary, Jamaica.
Coming ilnto 
operation 
of Law.
3— This Law shall not come into operation unless and 
until the Governor notifies by proclamation published in 
the Gazette that it is His Majesty’s pleasure not to disallow 
the same and thereafter it shall come into operation on such 
day as the Governor shall notify by the same or any other 
proclamation.
JAMAICA.
No. 35-—1938,
[L .S .]
I assent,
A .  F .  R i c h a r d s ,
Governor.
19th December, 1938.
A  L A W  to amend the Trade Union Law 1919 
(Law 37 of 1919).
[22»<f December, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council 
r o f Jamaica, as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as The Trade Union Amend- short title and 
ment Law, 1938, and shall be read and construed as one Constructlon- 
with The Trade Union Law, 1919 (Law 37 of 1919) in this
Law referred to as the Principal Law.
2—  Section 5 of the Principal Law is hereby repealed Repeal of
and in place thereof the following Section is hereby sub- ® of 
stituted I Law. “ dsubstitution of
“ 5— (1) Upon the establishment of a trade union, new Section- 
it shall be the duty of the Committee of management or 
trustees appointed in that behalf, or in default of any
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such appointment, the directing authority, by whatever 
name it may be called, of such union, to make applica­
tion for registration within thirty days after the date 
of the establishment of such union. Any person who 
fails to comply with the requirements of this section 
shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable on 
summary conviction to a penalty not exceeding £25, 
and to an additional penalty of the like amount for each 
week during which the omission continues.
(2) In the case of a trade union established at 
the date of the coming into force of this Law, this 
section shall apply as if the date of the coming into 
force of this Law were the date o f the establishment of 
such union.
(3) When a penalty is jointly and severally 
incurred under this Section by any number of persons, 
every such person shall be liable to pay the whole 
penalty unless the Court otherwise directs.”
3—  I f  an application for registration of a trade union 
has not been made as required by this Law or if registra­
tion of a trade union has been refused or cancelled, every 
member of such trade union who continues as a member 
thereof, and every person who takes part in any meeting 
or proceedings of a trade union, knowing that such union 
is not registered under this Law, shall be guilty of an 
offence and shall be liable on summary conviction to a 
penalty not exceeding £2.
4—  Provision (2) of Section 12 of the Principal Law is 
hereby repealed and in place thereof the following 
Provision is hereby substituted:—
“ (2) The Eegistrar upon being satisfied that the 
objects of the Trade Union are lawful and that the 
Trade Union has complied with the regulations 
respecting registration in force under this Law, shall 
register such Trade Union and such rules.”
5—  Section 18 of the Principal Law is hereby repealed 
and in place thereof the following Section is hereby sub­
stituted :—
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3“ 18— Where not otherwise specifically provided all 
offences and penalties under this Law may be prose­
cuted and recovered in a summary manner before a 
Resident Magistrate.”
6—  Section 21 of the Principal Law is hereby amended 
as follow s:—
From the Section
(a) the words “ or that the registration of the trade 
union has become void under Section 5 of this 
Law”  which occur in the eighth, ninth and tenth 
lines of the Section are hereby deleted; and
(b) the words “ unless where the same is shown to 
have become void as aforesaid, in which case it 
shall be the duty of the Registrar to cancel the 
same forthwith”  in brackets, which occur in the 
fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth lines of the 
Section are hereby deleted.
7—  Section 30 of the Principal Law is hereby repealed 
and in place thereof the following Section is hereby sub­
stituted :—
“ 30— (1) ‘Trade Union’ means any combination 
whether temporary or permanent, the principal 
purposes of which are, under its constitution, the 
regulation of the relations between workmen and 
masters, or between workmen and workmen, or between 
masters and masters whether such combination would 
or would not, if this Law had not been enacted, have 
been deemed to have been an unlawful combination by 
reason of some one or more of its purposes being in 
restraint of trade:
Provided that nothing in this Law 
■(a) shall affect—
(i) any agreement between partners as to their 
own business;
(ii) any agreement between an employer and those 
employed by him as to such employment;
(iii) any agreement in consideration of the sale of 
the goodwill of a business or of instruction in 
any profession, trade or handicraft.
The Trade Union Amendment Law, 1938. [No. 35.]
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(b) shall preclude any Trade Union from providing- 
benefits for its members.
(2) In this Law and in the Protection o f Property 
Law, 1905 (Law 30 of 1905) the expression “ trade- 
dispute”  means any dispute between employers and 
workmen, or between workmen and workmen, which is 
connected with the employment or non-employment, or 
the terms o f the employment, or with the conditions o f 
labour, o f any person, and the expression “ workmen”  
means all persons employed in trade or industry, whether 
or not in the employment o f the employer with whom a 
trade dispute arises.”
8— (1) It shall be lawful for one or more persons, acting 
on their own behalf or on beShalf of a Trade Union or of 
an individual employer or firm in contemplation or 
furtherance of a trade dispute, to attend at or near a house 
or place where a person resides or works or carries on 
business or happens to be, if they so attend merely for the 
purpose of peacefully obtaining or communicating inform­
ation, or of peacefully persuading any person to work or 
abstain from working: Provided that it shall not be lawful 
for one or more persons (whether acting on their own 
behalf or on behalf of a Trade Union or of an individual 
employer or firm, and notwithstanding that they may be 
acting in contemplation or furtherance of a trade dispute) 
to attend at or near a house or place where a person 
resides or works or carries on business or happens to be, 
for the purpose of obtaining or communicating informa­
tion or of persuading or inducing any person to work or to 
abstain from working, if they so attend in such numbers 
or otherwise in such manner as to be calculated to 
intimidate any person in that house or place, or to 
obstruct the approach thereto or egress therefrom, or to 
lead to a breach of the peace; and any person who acts in 
contravention of this pi’oviso shall be liable on sum m ary 
conviction before a Resident Magistrate to a penalty not 
exceeding Twenty Pounds, or to be imprisoned for a term 
not exceeding three months, with or without hard labour.
(2) In this section the expression “ to intimidate”  
means to cause in the mind of a person a reasonable
[No. 35.] The Trade Union Amendment Law, 1938.
apprehension of injury to him or to any member of his 
family or to any of his dependants or of violence ox- 
damage to any person or property, and the expression 
“ injury”  includes injury to a person in respect of his 
business, occupation, employment or other source of 
income, and includes any actionable wrong.
(3) Notwithstanding anything in any Law it shall 
not be lawful for one or more persons, for the purpose of 
inducing any person to work or to abstain from working, 
to watch or beset a house or place where a person resides 
or the approach to such a house or place, and any person 
who acts in contravention of this sub-section shall be liable 
on summary conviction before a Resident Magistrate to 
a fine not exceeding Twenty Pounds or to imprisonment 
for a term not exceeding three months.
9— An act done by a person in contemplation or further­
ance of a trade dispute shall not be actionable on the 
ground only that it induces some other person to break a 
contract of employment or that it is an interference with 
the trade, business, or employment of some other person, 
or with the right of some other person to dispose of his 
capital or his labour as he wills.
10—  (1) An action against a Trade Union, whether of 
workmen or masters, or against any member or officials 
thereof on behalf of themselves and all other members of 
the Trade Union in respect of any tortious act alleged to 
have been committed by or on behalf of the Trade Union, 
shall not be entertained by any Court.
(2) Nothing in this Section shall affect the liability 
of the Trustees of a Trade Union to be sued in the events 
provided for by Section 8 of the Principal Law, except in 
respect of any tortious act committed by or on behalf of 
the Union in contemplation or in furtherance of a trade 
dispute.
The Trade Union Amendment Law, 1938. [No. 35.]
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JAMAICA.
No. 36— 1938
[L .S .j
I assent,
A. F. R i c h a r d s ,
Governor.
19th December, 1938.
A  LA W  to amend the Shop Assistants Law, 1937,
(Law 38 o f 1937).
[22nd December, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica, as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Shop Assistants short Title and 
Amendment Law, 1938, and shall be read and construed as con8tructlon- 
one with the Shop Assistants Law, 1937 (Law 38 of 1937),
in this Law referred to as the Principal Law.
2—  The Principal Law is hereby amended as follows :—  Amendment of
(1) Section 2—  Principal Law .
(a) The definition “ Closed”  is hereby repealed 
and in lieu thereof the following definition is 
hereby substituted:—
“ Closed”  in relation to a shop means that none 
of the following matters or things shall be done or
2take place therein— trading, stocktaking, or any 
other matter or thing connected with the buying 
and selling o f goods.
(b) The definition “ Shop Assistant”  is hereby 
repealed and in lieu thereof the following defini­
tion is hereby substituted : —
“ Shop Assistant”  means any person em­
ployed in a shop, whether for reward or other­
wise in the packing, unpacking, storing, 
displaying, counting, arranging, preparing for 
sale, or selling o f any goods, or in the keeping 
o f any books or other records, or in the making 
out, despatching or entering of any orders, 
accounts, invoices, receipts or bills or in any 
clerical work whatsoever or in the cleaning of 
the premises other than the person licensed 
under the Third Schedule of Law 7 of 1908.
(2) Section 3, Sub-section (1)—
There shall be added at the end of the Sub­
section the w ords:—
“ or for any period whatever on Sundays, and 
except as hereinafter provided, on Public 
Holidays.”
(3) Section 4, Sub-section (3)—
The word “ midnight”  which occurs in the 
fourteenth line of the said Sub-section is hereby 
deleted and in lieu thereof the following words are 
hereby substituted :—
“ ten of the clock in the evening.”
(4) Section 5—
The Section is hereby repealed.
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JAMAICA.
No. 37— 1938.
I assent.
]L.S.]
A . F. R ic h a r d s ,
Governor.
2 0 th December, 1938.
A L A W  for Raising the Necessary Money for Public 
Works and other Purposes.
[22nd December, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Public, Municipal and short Title. 
Other Loan Works Law, 1938.
2—  The Governor is hereby authorised to raise by the issue Authority to 
of a loan either at one time or by instalments as may be raise oan' 
convenient the sum of Five Hundred Thousand Pounds 
sterling and such further sums as may be necessary
to defray the expenses of issue.
3—  (1) Any sum raised to defray the expenses of issue Appropriation 
shall be applied only to that purpose.
Mode of 
raising loan.
Principal and 
interest to be 
charged to 
General 
Revenue.
(2) Save as aforesaid the moneys borrowed under this 
Law shall be appropriated and applied for the purposes 
specified in the Schedule to this Law.
4—  The loan hereby authorized or any part thereof may 
be raised either by the issue of stock or debentures, or both, 
under the provisions of the General Loan and Inscribed 
Stock Law, 1921 (Law 12 of 1921) or under the provisions 
of the Local Inscribed Stock Consolidation Law, 1932 
(Law 10 of 1932) or under the provisions of the Local 
Debenture Law, 1925 (Law 9 of 1925) or under and in 
accordance with the provisions of the Raising of Loans 
(Additional Powers) Law, 1927 (Law 4 of 1927).
5—  (1 ) The principal moneys raised under this Law and 
any interest thereon are hereby charged upon and shall be 
payable out of the General Revenue and assets of the 
Government of Jamaica.
(2) The principal moneys raised under this Law, 
and any interest thereon, secured by stock, debentures or 
other securities issued under the authority of this Law, and 
the contributions to the Sinking Fund for the redemption 
of the said stock, debentures or other securities are hereby 
further charged:—
(a) as to that portion of the principal moneys, and
interest thereon, mentioned in the Second Part 
of the Schedule to this Law, on all the property, 
assets and revenues of the Kingston and Saint 
Andrew Corporation;
(b) as to that portion of the principal moneys, and 
interest thereon, mentioned in the Third Part of 
the Schedule to this Law, on all the property 
assets and revenues of the Water Commission 
established by the Water Commission (Corporate 
Area) Law, 1936 (Law 34 of 1936);
(c) as to that portion of the principal moneys, and
interest thereon, mentioned in the Fourth Part 
of the Schedule to this Law, on all the property, 
assets and revenues of the several Parochial 
Boards to whom the Government of Jamaica may
[No. 37.] The Public, Municipal and Other Loan Works Law, 1938.
3re-loan such moneys : Provided that the property, 
assets and revenues of each of the said Parochial 
Boards shall be chargeable with, and shall be 
liable only to the extent of, the amount so 
re-loaned, and interest thereon, and for contribu­
tion to Sinking Fund in respect of such amount 
only
as security respectively to the Government for the liability 
o f General Revenue and the assets of the Government in 
respect of the said Stock, Debentures or other Securities.
6— (1) I f  the Loan hereby authorized or any part thereof 
shall be raised under the provisions of the General Loan 
and Inscribed Stock Law, 1921 (Law 12 of 1921) or under 
the provisions of the Local Inscribed Stock Consolidation 
Law, 1932 (Law 10 o f 1932) or under the provisions of the 
Local Debenture Law, 1925 (Law 9 of 1925) the contribution 
to the Sinking Fund, as contemplated by each of those 
Laws, shall commence three years after the date from which 
the interest on the stock or debentures to be issued under 
any of those Laws shall begin to run. I f  the said Loan or 
any part thereof shall be raised under the provisions of the 
Raising of Loans (Additional Powers) Law, 1927 (Law 4 
of 1927) the contribution to the Sinking Fund, as con­
templated by that Law shall, notwithstanding anything 
contained in the said Law, commence three years after the 
date from which the interest on the securities to be issued 
under that Law shall begin to run.
(2) The annual contribution to Sinking Fund shall 
be at a rate of not less than one pound sterling per centum 
per annum of the loan, or part thereof, raised under the 
said Laws or any o f them.
The Public, Municipal and Other Loan Works Law, 1938. [No. 37.]
Provision as 
to Sinking 
Fund.
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SCHEDULE.
F irst Fart—Public W orks.
(1) For extension of Hospital facilities in the several
Parishes of the Island ...
(2) For new Legislative Council building
Second Part— Municipal W orks.
For re-loan by Government to the Kingston and St. 
Andrew Corporation to be utilised for the following 
purposes within the Corporate Area as defined in the 
First Schedule to the Kingston and St. Andrew 
Corporation Law, 1931: —
1. For street and road re-construction and gully
improvements, ...
2. For a new Council Chamber, Offices, and Stores.
3. For additional requirements in connection with new
Fire Station. ... ... ... ...
4. For a new Tuberculosis Ward at the Corporation 
Poor House
5. For repairs to the Corporation Poor House and 
Maxfield Park.
6. For repayment of advances made by Government in
connection with rural Water Supplies and 
Bournemouth Bath. ... ...
Third Part—W ater Commission W orks.
For re-loan by Government to the Water Commission 
to be expended on improvements and extension of 
sewerage works within the Corporate Area as defined 
in the First Schedule to the Kingston and St. Andrew 
Corporation Law, 1931.
F ourth Part— Parochial W orks.
For re-loan by Government to the several Parochial 
Boards in the Island to be utilised for Parochial 
improvement schemes.
[No. 37.] The Public, Municipal and Other Loan Works Law, 1938
£ 110,000
£70,000
£138,000
£ 12,000
£70,000
£ 100,000
JAMAICA.
No. 38— 1938.
I assent,
! L.S. j
A. F. R ic h a r d s ,
Governor.
29th December, 1938.
A LAW  to Further Amend the Sale of Drugs and Poisons 
Law, 1926 (Law 20 of 1926).
[30£A December, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica, as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Sale of Drugs and short title and 
Poisons Further Amendment Law, 1938, and shall be read Con9truct1011- 
and construed as one with the Sale of Drugs and Poisons
Law, 1926 (Law 20 of 1926) hereinafter referred to as the 
Principal Law, and the Sale of Drugs and Poisons 
Amendment Law, 1937 (Law 44 of 1937).
2—  The proviso to Section 10 of the Principal Law as Amendment of
amended by the Sale of Drugs and Poisons Amendment me
Law, 1937 (Law 44 of 1937) is hereby amended as
follows:—
By the deletion of the words “ within twelve months”  
which occur in the twelfth line of the proviso.

■JAMAICA.
No 39— 1938.
I assent,
M
A. F. B ic h a r d s ,
Governor.
29th December, 1938.
A  LA W  to amend the Kingston and St. Andrew 
Corporation Law, 1931.
[30£A December, 1938.]
D E  it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
^  Jamaica, as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Kingston and St. short title and 
Andrew Corporation Law, 1931, Amendment Law 1938, Con9tract,on- 
and shall be read and construed as one with the Kingston
and St. Andrew Corporation Law, 1931 (Law 12 of 1931), 
hereinafter referred to as the Principal Law.
2—  The Principal Law is hereby amended as follows :—  Amendment of
(1) Section 12—  ’ “ f*1 Law-
Sub-section (1) is hereby repealed and in lieu 
thereof the following Sub-section is hereby 
substituted:—
“ 12 (1) The Aldermen shall be fit persons elected 
by the Councillors. They shall be elected by the
2Councillors from the voters holding qualifications 
necessary to entitle them to be elected as 
Councillors.”
(2) Section 82—
Sub-section (5). The Sub-section is hereby 
repealed and in lieu thereof the following Sub­
section is hereby substituted :—
“ (5) In the election of the Mayor, which shall 
be by motion, duly seconded, a candidate for 
election shall not preside at the election nor shall 
'he vote.
In the election of the Deputy Mayor, which 
shall be by motion, duly seconded, a candidate 
for election shall not preside at the election nor 
shall he vote.”
(3) Section 111—
The Section is hereby repealed and in lier 
thereof the following Section is hereby 
substituted ;—
“ 1 1 1 — (1 ) The following buildings and property 
shall be exempt from the above rates:—
(a) all buildings held in trust exclusively for public 
Religious worship or for Religious worship and 
for use as schoolrooms, together with the lands 
immediately attached to them used as Church­
yards or Burial Grounds;
(b) all buildings and lands used solely for charitable 
or educational purposes, and supported solely by 
charitable or Missionary funds;
(c) all buildings and lands belonging to Elementary 
Schools, inspected by the Education Department, 
or to Agricultural or Industrial Schools 
approved by the Governor in Privy Council;
(d) all buildings and lands belonging to Wolmer’s 
School, St. Andrew;
(e) all buildings and lands belonging to Secondary 
Schools receiving any payment out of the General 
Revenue of the Colony;
[No. 39.] The Kingston and St. Andrew Corporation Law,
1931, Amendment Law 1938.
3(f) all buildings and lands, belonging to Secondary 
Schools or Preparatory Schools with not less 
than twelve scholars, in average attendance, 
each such Secondary or Preparatory School being 
certified by the Schools Commission to be 
efficient;
(g) all unoccupied property belonging to and all 
property in the actual occupation of, the Crown, 
the Government of this Island, or the Council, 
or vested in the Colonial Secretary and used for 
any public purpose:
Provided nevertheless that exemption under this 
Section of buildings and lands belonging to a school shall 
not extend to any such building or land unless the same 
is used primarily for School purposes.
(2) For the purposes of this Section the expression 
“ Preparatory School”  means a school providing “ an 
education designed to prepare pupils of age eight to 
twelve years specifically for entry to a recognised 
Secondary School, and giving a progressive course of 
general education (with the requisite organisation, 
curriculum, teaching staff and equipment) suitable for 
that purpose.”
The Kingston and 8t. Andrew Corporation Law, [No. 39.]
1931, Amendment Law 1938.

JAMAICA.
No. 40 -1 9 3 8
I assent,
[ L . S . ]
A. E. R ic h a r d s ,
Governor.
29th December, 1938.
A  LAW  to Amend Further the Tariff Laws.
[30£A December, 1938.]
it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Council of 
Jamaica, as follows :—
1—  This Law may be cited as the Tariff Further Amend- short title and
A , i  i  i i i  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  Constraction.ment Law, 1938, and shall be read and construed as one 
with the Tariff Laws 1925 to 1938 and those Laws and this 
Law may together be cited as the Tariff Laws 1925 to 1938.
2—  Section 5 of the Tariff Law, 1925, (Law 4 of 1925) as Amendment of
amended by Section 4 o f the Tariff Law Further Amend- 4 e^ “ 3^2 *5eof Lsw 
ment Law, 1932, (Law 14 of 1932) is hereby repealed and
in lieu thereof the following Section is hereby 
substituted
“ 5— The articles enumerated in the fourth Schedule 
to this Law shall pay duty at the rate of five per 
centum ad valorem : except such electrical apparatus
Amendment of 
First Schedule.
Amendment of 
Fourth Schedule 
of Law 4 of 
1925.
for generating electricity as may be entered under the 
provisions of the said Schedule which apparatus shall 
pay duty at the rate of two and one-half per centum ad 
valorem : Provided that if articles entered under the 
provisions of the said Schedule are the growth, produce 
or manufacture of the British Empire such articles 
shall be admitted duty free.”
3—  The First Schedule to the Tariff Law, 1925, as 
amended by the Tariff Laws 1927 to 1938 is hereby further 
amended as follows :—
(a) By repealing Items 18 (a), 32 (a), 32 (c) (2), 
32 (c) (3), 32 (e), 35 (a), 35 (b) and 40 and by 
substituting therefor the items bearing the same 
numbers in the First Schedule to this Law.
(b) By the addition of new Items numbered 50, 51 
and 52 as set forth in the Second Schedule to this Law.
4—  Item 12 of the Fourth Schedule to the Tariff Law, 
_925 (Law 4 of 1925) is hereby repealed.
FIRST SCHEDULE.
[No. 40.] The Tariff Further Amendment Law, 1938.
Item
No. Article.
Preferential
T a r if f .
General
T a r if f .
18 (a) Com, (Maize) per 100 lbs. 2/- 3 / 1
32 (a) Leaf per lb. not elsewhere enumerated 5/3 5/3
32 (c) (2) Cigarettes manufactured within the
British Empire and containing less 
than 50 per centum of British Empire 
tobacco (the weight of the cigarettes
to include the paper covering) per lb. 9/6 
32 (c) (3) Cigarettes not otherwise specified (the
weight of the cigarettes to include the 
paper-covering) per lb. ... —
11 fe) Other manufactured tobacco per lb. 5/6 6/4
35 (a) Lumber, sawn or hewn, undressed, by 
superficial measurement of 1 inch 
thick per 1,000 ft. 6/9 14/9
(b). Lumber, sawn or hewn, wholly or 
partly dressed, by superficial measure­
ment of 1 inch thick, per 1,000 ft. 10/6 18/6
40 Confectionery ... 15 p.c. 20 p.c.
3The Tariff Further Amendment Law 
SECOND SCHEDULE.
, 1938. [No. 40.]
Item Preferential General
No. Article. Tariff. Tariff.
50
51
Telegraph, and Telephone Apparatus ... 
Electrical Apparatus for generating elec-
Free. 2* p.c.
52
tricity
Advertising matter:
15 p.c. 17J p.c.
viz.: articles imported for free distribu­
tion carrying advertisements for a firm 
or for goods otherwise than for the article 
itself ... ... ... 15 p.c. 15 p.c.





